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P R E F A C E 
Rel iabi l i ty theory i s a complex science, related 
d i r e c t l y to engineering, physics, chemistry and 
econ(»ics« Re l iab i l i ty theory es tab l i shes the regu-
l a r i t y of occurrence of defects in devices and methods 
of prediction. In recent years r e l i a b i l i t y has been 
formulated as the science of predict ion, estimating or 
optimizing the probability of survival , the mean l i f e , 
or , more generally, the l i f e d i s tr ibut ion of components 
or systems. The in teres t in Bayesian and Accelerated 
Re l iab i l i t y Theory Currently exhibited by engineers, 
mathematicians, econonists , industr ia l manager and those 
concerned with the environmental and l i f e sciences has 
stimulated the research work in t h i s f i e l d . 
In t h i s d i s ser tat ion ent i t l ed 'Bayesian and 
Accelerated Re l iab i l i t y Analysis*, we have produced some 
basic and important resu l t s in Bayesian, non Bayesian 
and accelerated r e l i a b i l i t y estimation procedures. 
The f i r s t chapter i s an introductory part of t h i s 
d i s ser ta t ion , which describes some fundamental aspects 
of s t a t i s t i c s including probability theory, mathematical 
s t a t i s t i c s and some basic concepts of stochastic process 
which are to be used subsequently. 
The second chapter says abouyit some of the elements 
of r e l i a b i l i t y concepts. Here we consider the Bayesian 
i i ) 
Rel iab i l i t y analysis* l i f e t e s t ing and accelerated 
l i f e testing* 
The thixd chapter analyses f i r s t l y a survey on 
Bayesian approach to r e l i a b i l i t y studies and secondly 
Bayesian inference in accelerated l i t e tes t ing and 
also some other Bayesian approaches, e . g . , Kalman 
F i l t e r approach e t c . 
One of the main chapter i s the fourth one. The 
f i r s t part of t h i s chapter i s intended to be a brief 
exposit ion of the survey of accelerated l i f e t e s t . Many 
of paraaaaetric and non-parametric approaches are d i s -
cussed here. This discussion Includes the resul ts based 
on censered as wel l as complete samples from accelerated 
t e s t s . The second part of t h i s chapter explores some 
basic assumptions to derive the l i f e distr ibution of a 
product under accelerated l i f e t e s t i n g by progressive 
step when the l i f e distr ibut ion under design constant 
s t r e s s follow an exponential d i s tr ibut ion or a weibull 
d i s t r ibut ion . I t a lso discusses the special case when 
the acceleration equation s a t i s f i e s the inverse power 
law and progressive s tress i s d i rec t ly proportional to 
t ime. ML methods estimators are derived and the ir 
properties are a lso discussed. 
lil) 
The other major part of th is vfork i s chapter 
f i f t h . This chapter deteznines the optimal accele-
rated l i f e test plans for the exponentially d i s t r i -
buted l i f e times under the as^miptions of periodic 
Inspection and Type I censering. 
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CHAPTER - I 
FUNDAMENTALS OF PBOBABILITY THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL 
STATISTICS : 
X.l Random variables^ Pxobability and probabil ity dis tr ibut ion 
function. 
1 .1 .1 Random Yflrtabifis : 
The sample space of a s t a t i s t i c a l experiment i s a 
pair i J^ , ^ ) , where 
i) SI i s the set of a l l possible outcomes of the experiment, and 
l i ) <^  i s a (f-fleld of subsets of Jl . 
We note that a o - f i e ld i s a nonempty c lass of subsets 
of JI that i s closed under the formation of countable unions 
and complements and contains the null set ^ • 
A random variable i s a numerical valued function defined 
on the sample space. 
An event i s any subaClt of the sample space. The events 
A^ and A. are said to be mutually exclusive i f A^ A A. « (^  
1 .1 .2 ProbablAttY : 
Let S be a simple space and l e t A be an event of S. 
Consider now a number n of repeated experiments w^ose outcomes 
are described by S. Let X be the number of times that A 
occurs in the n repeated experiments. Then the probability 
of event A, written as P(A), i s defined as 
P (A) s l imit ( ^ ) 
n «^» 
2) 
I t i s to be noted that for fixed n the quantity i i ) 
i s the re la t ive frequency of the occurrence of A, 
In the other Mords, i f each outcome of the sample space 
i s equally l i k e l y . Then» 
p(A) := number of elements of S that corresponds to A 
t o t a l number of elements of S 
Mathematically, the probability ofan event A, P(A), i s a 
function defined on any subset A of S, such that 
( i ) P(A) ^ 0 ; 
^^ ^^  P ( U A )^ « E P(A^) for every i,j;i>^j» \f) k, = (^  
i= l iasl J 
( i i i ) P(S) = 1 
1.1.'^ Prfthahllitv Difitrlhutiona : 
A random variable X i s said to be d i serete i f i t s sample 
space cons i s t s of a f i n i t e or a denumerably in f in i te number 
of po ints . In this cave, each element of S can be ident i f ied 
with a pos i t ive integer . Therefore, 
S = [xj^,X2, . . . . j^3 or S = [xj^.Xg* ] 
If a function f^ Cxj^ ) i s defined on S such that 
(1) P(X = x )^ « f^  (xj) ; 
( i i ) f^Cxi) ^ 0 j 
N CD 
( i i i ) z f (x . ) « 1 or , E f fx . ) « 1 
i«l ^ ^ ial * ^ 
3) 
Then f^ -Cxj^ ) is called a discrete probability distribution, 
If a function fAx) is defined on S such that 
b 
(i) P (a < X>,< b) = J fx(x)d^, a < b 
(ii) f^ (x) ^ o ; 
(ill) rfy,U)<i^ = 1, 
Then f (x) i s called a continuous probabil ity d i s tr ibut ion . 
Alsoy the function F (x) i s called the distr ibution function 
and i s defined as 
P (X ,< x) s F (x) « Z j[(x.) 
xis<x 
and for continuous randcMB variables . 
F(x) = P(X <^ x) - A(S)dC 
and a l s o , 
• d ? - ' — = f (x ) 
3x 
1.2 Bayes* Theorem : 
Let [Bj^ ] be a d i s j o i n t sequence of events such that 
n 
P[B. ] > 0 , i « 1 , 2 , . . , and z B. « JV, l e t A 
^ i = l ^ 
with P(A) > O. Then 
P(A/BOP(B.) 
p ( B i / A ) « ^ ' y ' y ••••^•2«la 
E P(A/B^)]?(Bi) 
i = l 
4) 
1.2.1 Bayes* Theoram for random variables : 
I t i s noting that conditioning the random variables 
y be the value of x does not change the relat ive s i ze s of 
the probabi l i t ies of those pairs (x»y) that can s t i l l occur. 
That i s to say, the probability P(y/x) i s proportional to 
P ( x , y ) . Thus 
P(y/x) ^O, / P(y/x)dy = 1 
Moreover 
P(y) - / P(x,y)dx = /P(x)P(y/x)dx 
I t i s c lear that 
P(y/x) = P(x,y) /P(x) « P(y)P()^/y)/P(x) 
so that 
p(y/x)<?C P(y)P(x/y) 
This is of course a form of Bayes* Th«oren* We note that 
it applies equally well if the variables x and y are 
continuous or if they are discrete. The constant of pro-
portionality is 
V P ( X ) = 1/ /P(y)P(x/y)dy 
in the c ontimious case 
VP(x) = 1/ Z P(y)P(^/y) 
y 
in the discrete case . 
1.3 Important S t a t i s t i c a l DigtrlhutJnnfi : 
1.3*1 Gamma distr ibut ion 
X has a (one-parameter) gamma dis tr ibut ion with 
parameter a , denoted 
5) 
X /^G(a) 
If i t has density 
p(x) » - A ^ . ^ e~^ , 0 < X < » . . . 1 . 3 . 1 . 1 
i - l 
This i s simply an al ternat ive name for the distr ibution 
we refer to as 
2 
-2a ^i^X. 
* .r-^ 
If Y = pX» then Y has a two parameter gamma distr ibut ion 
with parameters a and p denoted 
Yr>^G(a,p) 
and i t has density 
^^^^ ^ r(a)fi" ^ "^^ '^ ^ , 0 < Y < » . . . . 1 . 3 . 1 - ^ 
This I s simply an al ternat ive name tor the distribution 
we refer to as 
1/2 PY^ 
^ 2 a 
The dis tr ibut ion function of any variable with a gamma 
dis tr ibut ion i s eas i l y found i s terms of the incomplete 
gamma function 
Y (a,x) ^ J ^a- l ^-Z^^ . . . . 1 . 3 . 1 . 3 
or in terms of Karl pearson*s incomplete gamma function 
uV(p+l) 
I(U,P) = p(p^i) J tP e-* dt . . . 1 .3 .1 .4 
6) 
l.^.o RPta distribution : 
X has a beta distribution with parameter a and p, 
denoted 
Xrv.B^(a,p) 
if it has density 
p(X) « — i X*"*^  (l-X)^ ~-^ j 0<X<1 ..,1.3.2.1 
where the beta function B(a,p) i s defined by 
The mean and variance are 
E(X) = a/(a+p) V 1.3.2.2 
V(X) = ap/[Ca+p)^ (a+^+1) 1.3.2.3 
The d is t r ibut ion function of any variable with a beta 
d i s t r ibu t ion i s easily found in texms of the incomplete 
beta function 
Iv(a»P) = f^ —^— ^^"^ (l-Z)^"-''d2 . . . 1 . 3 . 2 . 4 
"* 0 B(o,p) 
1.3.3 MuitlnoBilai KstributHon : 
This dis t r ibut ion can be regarded as a generalisatioh 
of Binomial d i s t r ibu t ion . 
Vftien there are more than two mutually exclusslve outcomes 
of a t r i a l , the observations lead to multinomial d is t r ibut ion . 
Suppose Ej^,E2>....Ej^ are K mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
outcomes of a t r i a l with the respective probabil i t ies 
7) 
The probability that B^ occurs X^ t imes, E , x^ times 
and E^, Xj^  times In n Indepenaent observations, i s given 
by 
p(xj^,X2....»Xjj) = cpjl ^^ 2 ••••P|t . . . . l . a . S . l 
where £ Xa « n and C i s the number of permutation of 
the events E^,E^,,,^»E^, 
To determine C, we have to find the number of permutations 
of n objects of which xj^  are of one kind, X2 of another 
k i n d s , , , , and Xj^  of the k kind which i s given by 
'^ i 1^ 21 M 
Hence 
n I ^1^0 ^ 
p(x^,. . .x,^) « ) .PjL P2 . . P » 0<x^<n 
X_i I X2I • • X j . | 
K K X, 
« n | ( % x . | )~^ ( n P ^ ) . . 1 . 3 . 5 . ; 
• 1=1 ^ 1=1 1 
which i s the required probability function of multinomial 
d i s tr ibut ion , 
1 .3 .4 Noitnal Distribution : 
One of the most important d is tr ibut ions in the study 
of probability and mathematical s t a t i s t i c s i s the 
normal d i s tr ibut ion . 
8) 
An n X i s said to have a noimal dis tr ibut ion with 
parameters ^ (— < n < - ) and a(X)) , We w i l l write X 
N(ti,0^) i f i t s pdf i s given by 
, , , - J - e-t(x-»i)2/202] 
f U ) » ^y2^ . • • 1 . 3 . 4 . 1 
»<x< «• 
An ry X i s said to hi|ve a standard normal distribution 
i f i t s pd^ i s given by 
<)(x) = 1/V'2R e-^'^^/2) -o.<x<« . . . 1 . 3 . 4 . 2 
we w i l l write X^^NCCl) 
1.4.5 Exponential Distribution : 
A widely used pdf for modeling a t ime-to-fai lure variable-
say T, i s the family of exponential models defined by 
f ( t ) - ^ e*" '^ ^ , t > 0 . . . 1 . 3 . 5 . 1 
= 0 , t ^  0 
Note that the requirements for a valid model are net 
because f(t) ^O for all real t and / f(t)dt = 1. The 
function f(t) assign densities to positive values of t. 
1.4 Mgffigryjggg ProMrtY of ftxpgngnUal MigtrXbutton : 
Suppose that X has a exponential d is tr ibut ion given by 
rquation ( 1 . 3 . 5 . 1 ) . Then for any twv pos i t ive integers S 
and t , 
P(X>S+t/X>S) = P(X>t) 
9) 
One can say that the distr ibut ion which i s sat isfy the 
above equation has *no memury*. 
Consider» 
p (x>s+t/x>s) « P(X s^-«-t) 
P(X>S) 
e- A(S+t) 
^ - - A t 
s e 
Hence 
P(X>S+t/X>S) =r p(x>t) 
Thus we have shown that the exponential distr ibut ion 
also has the property of having *no memory*. 
1.5 Chebvshev«s Inequality : 
There i s a well-known inequality due to the FUissian 
mathematician Chebysher which wi l l play an Important role 
in our subsequent work. One reason that the mean and 
variance are said to characterize a dis tr ibut ion i s 
i l l u s t r a t e d by the Chebyshev Inequality. 
Let X be a random variable (discrete or continuous with 
E(x) = \i and v(x) = a . Then for any pos i t ive number K 
we have 
P [IX-nl >,ka] 4 l /k2 
or, equivalently , 
P [lXHiU<*al >/l - l /k2 
10) 
I«6«l Point Estimates and i t s properties 
Let Xj|^ »X2>.«*X^ be a sample froo F^, Where 0 € O g R , 
A s t a t i s t i c T(Xj^ > . . . fX^) i s said to be a point estimate 
of G i f T maps R^  into O. 
The problem of parametric point estimation i s to find 
an estimate T, for the unknown parameter 6 , that has 
some nice properties as follows : 
i ) Consistent : Let X^ » X^*** be a sequence of i ld rV'S 
with commen df F^, Ge (0), A sequence of point estimates 
^n ^^1»»*»^) * T^ w i l l be called consistent for G i f 
p 
T > 0 as n -> » for each fi«ed G 6(01 
or . 
Any statistic that conveges stochastically to a 
parameter 0 is called a consistent estimator of that 
parameter G, 
Consistency is a desirable property of an estimater, 
and, in all cases of practical interest» maximim likelihood 
estimators are consistent* 
i i ) invarUnfifi *  
A family of probabil ity dis tr ibut ion [P@ : B^&\ i s 
said to be invariant under a group -^ i f for each g G '^ 
and every 0 £ (fl)^  we can find a unique G*£ (8) such that the 
d i s tr ibut ion of g(X) i s given by ?Q, whenever X has the 
d i s tr ibut ion PQ, we write G' s g G 
11) 
Remark !• The condition that [P^ : 0&(Bf] be 
invariant under"^ Is the same as saying that 
where F* i s the dt of g (X2^,,..X„) and F i s the dt of 
i i i ) nt^ Ma«ftdni*rs : Any stat is t ic vibose mathematical 
expectation i s equal to a parameter G i s called an 
unbiased estimater of the parameter G* Otherwise» the 
s ta t i s t i c s i s said to be biased* 
Iv) Sufficiency : 
Let X B (Xj^y.X^) be a sample from [F^ : G^£^. 
A s ta t i s t i c T « T(X) i s sufficient for G or for the 
family of distzlbutions [FQ : G^®] i t and only i f the 
conditional distribution of X» given T « t» does not 
depend on G« 
v) ComPlttttM8§ : 
Let [fgCx)* G 6 6) ] be a family of pdf*s we say 
that this family i s CMiplete i f 
EggCx) « 0 for a l l © £ (B) 
Implie s 
PQ [g(X) « 0] « 1 for a l l G €.(0) 
A s tat i s t ic T(X) i s said to be complete if the 
family of distributions of T i s complete* 
12) 
1 .6 .2 Methods of Qbtainlna oeint Estlmatars : 
(a) Method of Moaents t Let Xy^,X^,*»,X^ be a rartd«in 
sample of s ize n fron a distribution with pdf 
f ( x ; Gj^»*«^Gp, (©^^.•.»ep) G JT . The expectation 
E()r) i s frequently cal led the k noment of the 
n k 
d i s t r ibut ion , K = 1 , 2 . . . The sum Mj^  « 1/n Z )^ i s the 
K moment of the sample, K s 1 , 2 » 3 . . . The method of 
BK>ments can be described as follows t Equation 
to M|^ , begining with K =1 and continuing unt i l there 
are enough equations to provide imique solutions for 
Sj^, S^ . . . * ©j.» say \ (W2,M2»...)» i = l , 2 . . . r , 
respec t ive ly , 
(b) Maximum likelihood estimator : -
Consider a random sample Xj ,^**«X- from a dis tr ibut ion 
having pd^. f (x ; 6 ) , e ^ J l . The jo int p .d. f of X^^,X^*,)^ 
i s fCx^; ©) tiX^;B),,^f (Xjjje). This j o i n t pdf may be 
3«garded as a function of G. When so regarded, i t i s 
cal led the likelihood function L of the random sample, 
and we write 
L = (e,xi,...x„) = f(xi,©)f(x2,e)...f(xn,e), B Q. SL . 
Suppose that we can find a montrlval function of 
X2,....,X^, say U(xj^,...x^)> such that, when G is replaced 
by U (Xj^««,X^), the likelihood function L is a maximum. 
That is, L [U(xj^ ,...Xj^ ) > Xj^ »..*x^ ] is at least as great 
as L (G , X2,...x^) for every G€J1, Then the statistic 
13) 
l4(Xj^ t*«X^ ) will be called a maximum likelihood estimator 
of e, 
1.6.3 Tft^ttnq Qf HYPQthffalfi : 
A s t a t i s t i c a l hypothesis i s an assert ion about the 
d is tr ibut ion of one or more random var iables . If the 
s t a t i s t i c a l hypothesis completely spec i f i e s the d i s t r i -
bution, i t i s called a simple s t a t i s t i c a l hypothesis* i f 
i t does not* i t i s called a composite s t a t i s t i c a l 
hypothesis . 
A t e s t of s t a t i s t i c a l hypothesis i s a rule v^ich, 
when the experimental sample values have been obtained» 
leads to a decision to accept or to re jec t the hypothesis 
under consideration. 
The power function of a t e s t of a s t a t i s t i c a l 
hypothesis H against an alternative hypothesis H^  i s 
that function, defined for a l l d i s tr ibut ions under 
consideration. 
Power function « P[X £ C/Hj^ ] 
where C i s c r i t i c a l region. 
Let C denote -a subset of a sample space. Then C 
i s cal led a best c r i t i c a l region of s i ze a for test ing 
the simple hypothesis H^  : 6 = 6* against tb« tltvlnMitlve 
simple hypothesis H^ : e « e»' i f , for every subset A of 
the sample space for which 
P lDCi,...X„) £ A I H ]^ « a ; 
14) 
( I ) P [X3^,,..X„) 6 C I H^] = a 
( I I ) P |X i , . . .Xn) £ C I H^] >,P [X^,..^)€A I H^] 
Let X2^ t.««X|^ » twKere n i s a fixed pos i t ive integer , denote 
a random sample from a distribution that has pdf f (x tG) . 
Then the jo in t pdf of Xj^,,..Xj^ i s 
L (©» Xj ,^.,Xj^) =f(xj^:©) fCxjf©) . . • . f ( x ^ , © ) • 
Let 6* and G** be d i s t i n c t fined values of 0 so that Sl"^ 
[ G ; G S G*»G**]» and l e t K be a pos i t ive minber. Let C 
be a subset of the saeiple space such that 
4x L(G« ; x w . . x _ ) 
^^  * ^ X K for each p«lnt (xi .x^-.x^) ^ C 
L(G»«;xi. . .x„) 2 ^ 
4 4 \ L ^ G ' f X| > • • • X _ y „ 
i i ; A n y^ K for each point ( x w . . x „ ) £ C * 
L(G»«;xi,*.,Xn) ^ " 
i l l ) a = P [ X i , . . . x„ )£C I HJ . 
Then C i s a best c r i t i c a l region of s ize a for 
t e s t ing the simple hypothesis H^ : G « G* against the 
a l ternat ive simple hypothesis Hj^  : G « G«» (1.7) order 
s t a t i s t i c s ; — 
Let X^y.«X^ be a rand<MB sample from a probability 
densi ty function fw(x» G), Suppose now that the n 
observations are arranged in ascending oruer so that 
^(1) "^  ^(2) "^  • • • • ^ ^ ( n ) ' **^ ®^ * ^il) ^* **** anal lest 
IB) 
observation and X^ the larges t . Then XQN i s called 
the f i r s t order s t a t i s t i c , whereas X/^x i s cal led, 
the n order s t a t i s t i c . In general XQN i s called 
the 1 order s t a t i s t i c , and I t has i - 1 observations 
prece-^ing i t * 
1.7.1 Distribution of the i^ *^  order s t a t i s t i c : 
Consider the i order s t a t i s t i c , X/^x, vdiich has 
arisen frdn a probability density f (x , 6) and a 
d is tr ibut ion function F ( x , 6 ) . Also, i t i s assumed 
that n observations have been recorded, and that one 
needs to find the p .d . f , of X/^ v say fxCi)^'^'®^' 
Let E denote the event that the i ordered obser-
vation X/4X l i e s between x and x ^ x . This implies that 
i - 1 observations occur before x and n-i observations 
af ter x-Klx. Using the nultinomial d i s tr ibut ion , we have 
P (E) « P [x « X^j ^ x+dx] 
' - ^ [F (x)]^-^f J x ) d x [ l - F ( x ) ] ' ^ ^ (i-1) I Ij (n-i) I ^ ^ '^  ^ 
. . . 1 . 7 . 1 . 1 
In the l imi t , dx — 4 O, we have 
^^^^>^'^ ' r. ?M! .X. tF^^^)l^"^ [l-F^(X) ] " - ^ f^(x) ( l - l ) j ( n - i ) | * X X 
. . . 1 . 7 , 1 . 2 
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1 .7 .2 -Toint Distribution of the r oTtier s t a t i s t i c s : 
Vtfe have 
where the event E here denotes the occurrence of no 
observations prior to x^t the occurrence of the f i r s t 
observation between xi and xi + fijuit and so on, and 
f i n a l l y the occurrence of n-r observations after 
^r '*' ^^r* ^^^^» using the multinomial dis tr ibut ion, 
we have 
P(E) s " i 
0 I 1 10|..(n-r)| fxCxi)dx^,..fj^(xj.)dx3,[l-F(xj.)] n-r 
or 
1.8 stQchasUc Pracfi§8 : 
A stochastic process , [X( t ) ; t€^T], i s a family of 
random variables such that , for each t contained in the 
index se t T, X(t) i s a random variable . 
1.8.1 MIKQ^ PJOfiggS : 
If [ X ( t ) , t ^ T] i s a stochastic process such that , 
given the value X(s) , the values of X ( t ) , t > 5 , do not 
depend on the values of X(U), U < S 
Then the process i s said to be a Markov process. 
I f , for , tj^ < t j < . . . . <t^ < t 
17) 
P [a <^ X(t) ^ b I X(t^) » Xi, . . .x(tj^) « x„] 
- P[a s< X(t) .j: b I X(t„) . x„] 
The process [X(t)> t € T ] I s a Markov process . 
A discrete paraaeter Markov process i s known as 
Markov chain. 
1.9 Polsson Process : 
Let pAt) be the probability that the randon variable 
N(t) assiunes the value n i . e . 
Pn(*) - P [ N(t) - n] 
This probability i s a function of the time t . Since the 
only possible values of n are n s 0 , 1 , 2 . • • 
I Pn(t) » 1 
nsO 
Thus [P„( t ) ] represents the probability distr ibution of 
the random variable N(t) for every value of t . The family 
of random variables [ N ( t ) , t :^  0 ] i s a stochastic process^ 
The process i s integral . -valued. One of the most important 
integral«> valued processes i s Paisson Process. 
Postulates for Poissan Process : 
( i ) Independence : N(t) i s independent of the number 
of occurrences in an interval prior to the interval (0 , t )» 
i . e . future change in N(t) are Indepenient of -the past 
changes. 
( i i ) Homogeneity in time : Pj^(t) depends only on the length 
t of the interval and i s independent of where th i s interval 
i s s i tuated , i . e . P^(t) gives the probabil ity of the 
17) 
number of occurrences in the interval (tj^ , t + t|) for 
every t^» 
(iii) Regularity t In an interval of infinitesimal length 
h, the probability of enactly one occurrence is Ah -tOCh) 
and that of more than one occurrence is of 0(h), Then» 
as h ^ 0, 5 ^ - 0 
1.10 goM LLalt Thgagwi 8 
1.10«1 Theoreun (Polsson) : Suppose that an event A has a snail 
probabil ity p in each of n independent t r i a l s . Then, for 
large values of n. 
P^U) ^{>^/ m [) e - ^ , m = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . 
wAiere 
X « P n 
1.10.9 The De Moivre-Laplace IntA»ral Thi>a«— t 
If, in a sequence of independent t r i a l s , the 
probabil ity of an event A i s equal to p, vrtiere O <^ p v^  1, 
then the probability that the number \i of occurrences of 
the event A in a sequence of n t r i a l s w i l l sa t i s fy the 
i n e q u a l i t i e s . 
a v< (n - np)/ (npq)^/2 < |^ ^ 
where a and b are arbitrary real numbers, i s for large 
n, c lose to 
^ - T T / -22/2 
18) 
l . in.-^ Thft Laur of larn« Nimhers (Bemoul l i ' s form) t 
Suppose that an evant A has constant pxobability p 
in a sa<;pianc« of independent t r i a l s . Let ti denote the 
number of occurrences of the event A in n successive 
t r ia l s^ Then, for any pos i t ive nuaber € » 
P [ I ^i/n - p I > £ ] -> 0 as n -> •• 
and Borel gives 
P [ I \^1 »*/n . p] . 1 
1 , 1 0 . 4 The Law o f }»^^r^ M . - h * r « rnhaKyst^^w*« ^ftTIn^ ; 
Suppose that a sequence of paizwise independent random 
variables X^t X^, . . . 1« such that the ir mean E(Xjj) « a^ ^ 
are f i n i t e and their variances unifomly bounded by a constant 
C [V (x^) ^ C] . Then, for arbitrary pos i t ive € , 
n p 
P [1/n Z ( \ - a. ) ,^  4 ] ^ 1 - -*'—o as n -> « , 
k"l » * n 6^  
For t h i s i t follows that 
n n 
P [ I 1/n I Xt - 1/n 2 «ir I < £ ] - » ! a s n - » « o 
k - l ^ k = l *^  
In particular, if all the random variables have the same 
mean (a^ » a), ihen 
n 
P [ | l / n E X | . - a l < € ] - > l a s u ^ e o 
k a l 
We shal l give a formulation of th i s theorem under 
Lindeberg*s conditions. 
Let X j ^ , . . . / ^ , . . . denote a given stquence of independent 
random variables possessing f in i te Means and vazlances : 
. 2 _ „/^, X n2 
19) 
n 2 
I f f o r SOB* r > 0 
" . • . . 1 . 1 0 . 5 . 1 
Where F (x) i s the d i s tr ibut ion function of X ,^ then, 
for arbitrary x» 
• . . . 1 . 1 0 . 5 . 2 
Condition (1 .10 .5 .1) i s cal led Lindeberg's condition. 
I can be shovm that» for arbitrary T > 0» 
Limit n r nax i y . i 
a ^ - P t l^<n » V - % ' > ^ 3 ^0 
n 
Lyapunov» A.M. proceeded this theema as 
Let Xj^»...X^t.. denote a sequence of mutually 
independent random variables eaeh wilii f i n i t e third 
moment, tffe introduce the notations 
in addition to the notations introduced in the fozmula-
t ion of Llndeberg*s theorem. 
If Lyapunov's rat io 
^n * ^n / ^n ~* ^ . . • . 1 . 1 0 . 5 . 3 
as n -> «•» then 
20) 
Limit P[ l /B- Z ( V * k ) < 3^ = 7^~"l/9 /"" ^'^ ^^ «*«-
equation (I.10.5«3) i s known as Lyapunov's condition, 
1 .10 .6 Llmitlnn Dlatr ihnt lonf fgy Mflli^"* ^^ MiniiPf va lues : 
Let us consider a s e t of n i id rv® X^rX^f*^^* 
Let us define new variables r]^ ss max (X^jX^-.-Xj^) and 
"^n * roi"^ (X2^,.,.X_). More speci f ical ly* l e t the variables 
Xj^ , X g . . . . * \ assuiie the values X^ ,^ X j f . X ^ . Then 
iljj « nax (xji^, X 2 f * X j ^ ) 
•Cjp « min (Xj^, X2»««*X^) 
The dis tr ibut ion functions of the variables TI^  ^f^^n 
are defined by the equations, 
^rx^^^ = P [T)n < x] « P [X^ < x,X2 < x,. ,Xn < x] 
= F"(X) 
and F* (x) « P [-^„ < x) « 1-P [X^ >, x^Xj >y x , . . . , \ >, x] 
= 1- ( l - F ( x ) ] " 
The l imi t ing distr ibut ions for the variables ir\^ - b^ )^ | a^ 
are ejdiausted by the follovdng types : 
( i ) A(x) . e-^"'' 
( i i ) ^a ^^^ "O foT X 4 0 and e"*'*"" for x > 0 
( l i i ) %ix) = e~^~*^ for x <^ 0 and 1 for x > 0 . 
21) 
The l imit ing distr ibut ions fo r (*5n - bj^) | a^ ai« 
exhausted by the following types : 
U) A*(x) « 1-e-*'', 
( i l ) i^ (x) « 1-e*'^"''^ for X „< O and 1 for X > O, 
( i i i ) 4f*(x) = O for X ^  O and 1-e"'^" fox x > 0 
The cons tan t a can assume any posit ive value. 
'$nr 
CHAPTER - II 
ELEMENTS OF RELIABILITY 
2.1 Basic concepts of Fk l iab i l i tv theory s 
The basic concepts of z e l i a b i l i t y theory are understood 
by describing the relationship anong them. By unit we shal l 
mean an element* a system, a part of a system or the l i k e . 
The operation of a unit means the se t of a l l phases of I t s 
existence - transportation, maintenance, preparation for 
a specif ied use, servicing and repair. The concept of the 
r e l i a b i l i t y of a unit i s connected in a very zeal way with 
the concept of i t s qual i ty . The quality of a unit i s the 
set of properties defining the degree of s u i t a b i l i t y of the 
unit for a specified use. By unit r e l i a b i l i t y we mean the 
ab i l i ty of the unit to maintain i t s quality under specified 
conditions of use. In other words, r e l i a b i l i t y i s a property 
viAiich i s extended in t i n e . Rel iabi l i ty i s determined by 
quality and operating condit ions. Wis empAiasize that the 
concept of r e l i a b i l i t y i s connected with those properties 
that the unit had or ought to have had at the instant • 
I t was manufactured or the instant at with i t was checked 
before use . 
The problem of increasing r e l i a b i l i t y of units becomes 
ever more important and urgent in connection with the 
complex mechanization and automation of industrial processes 
in many f i e l d s of industry, transport, comnunications 
technology, e t c . The importante of th i s problen i s shown 
by the f a c t that insuf f i c i en t r e l a b i l i t y of units engenders 
great l o s s in the ir servicing, partial sloppages of equipment 
23) 
and thtM May ba accidents with considerabla damaga to 
the equipnent and even human in jur ie s . **Reliability theory 
i s the new s t i e n t i f i c d i sc ip l ine that s tudies the general 
regularity that must be aaintained under design, experi-
mentation, manufacture, acceptance and use of units in 
order to obtain maximal e f fect iveness from their use*'. 
Failure free operation i s the a b i l i t y ©f the unit 
to keep i t s a b i l i t y to function ( i . e . , not to have fa i luxes) 
throughout a specified period of time under specified 
condition. A fai lure i s the part ia l or t o t a l loss or 
modification of those properties of the uni t s in such a 
way that the ir functioning i s seriously impeded or 
completely stopped. 
The l i f e of a unit means i t s capacity for extended 
use under the necessary technological servic ing, which 
may include various types of repairs . At the end of the 
period determining the l i f e . The urdt undergoes processes 
associated with wear or aging the elimination of which i s 
e i ther impossible or economically inexpendient. For 
certain u n i t s , the concepts of l i f e and fa i lure free 
operation may coincide, but in general, these are indep-
endent. 
For those units in which the a b i l i t y to function 
i s maintained with the aid of special renewal operations 
known as maintenance, and important index of r e l i a b i l i t y 
24) 
I s maintainability* The maintainability of a unit i s i t s 
suscept ib i l i t y to pxediction, discovery, and elimination 
of f a i l u r e s . I t i s characterized by outlays in e f fort , time, 
and money made an maintenance* 
Thus, the concept of r e l i a b i l i t y i s shown in greater 
deta i l by the set of three concepts - fa i lure free operation, 
l i f e , and maintainabil ity. 
2.2 R^U^bAAltY fvnctlon : 
Suppose that the unit begins to function at the 
Instant t = 0 and that a fa i lure occurs at the instant 
t = T. We shal l say that T i s the l i fet ime of the unit . 
Let us suppose that T i s a random variable with d i s t r i -
bution given by 
F(t) = P [ T < t ] . . . f i . 2 . 1 
The function F(t) is the probability of failure of the 
unit prior to the instant t. Let us suppose that the 
function F(t) is continuous and that there exists a contin-
uous density of probability of failure. 
f(t) « F»(t) 
Thus, we have assumed that the life length of a unit T 
is a random variable with distribution F(t), 
Then let 
R(t) «= 1- F(t) 
= P [ T > t ] . . . . 2 . 2 . 2 
i . e . , the probability of fa i lure free operation of the 
25) 
unit during the t ine t . The most common name for this 
function i s ' r e l i a b i l i t y function*. 
A typica l foxn of the r e l i a b i l i t y function i s 
shown in F i g . below. This function decrease monotonically. 
R(0) « 1 and R(t) -> O as t -» w. 
o t 
The nost important of these i s the mean time of fai lure 
free operation^ which i s defined as the mathematical 
ejqpectation of the random variable T : 
T « E(T) « / * t f ( t ) dt 
0 
Integrating it by parts, we get 
T^ « t F(t) l"- /"F(t) dt 
and f i n a l l y we have 
/ R(t) dt . • • . 2 . 2 . 3 
I t i s c l ear that the mean time T i s geometrically 
represented by the area bounded by the coordinate axes 
and the curve R(t ) . 
Another characterist ic of r e l i a b i l i t y i s the varience 
in the l i f e length -
V(T) = E (T - T )2 = E(T)2 . [E(T)]2 
26) 
* / t2 f (f )dt - T2 
« 2 / t R(t) dt - T2 . . . . 2 . 2 . 4 
o 
2.3 firrATisricAL FAILURE MODELS : 
2.3 .1 The f a i l u i e Rate concent : 
Suppose that a unit has functioned without fai lure 
up to the Instant t . What i s the pxobablllty that i t w i l l 
not f a i l during the Interval ( t , t^) 9 Let us denote 
t h i s probabil ity by R(t»tj^). Let A denote the event that 
the unit functions without fai lure during the interval 
(0 , t ) and l e t B denote the event that i t functions 
without fa i lure during the interval ( t , tj^). Then, our 
probability i s the conditional probabil ity. 
R(t,tj^) = P(B/A) » P(AB)/P(A) 
But the event AB denotes fa i lure free operation of the 
unit during the interval ( 0 , t | ) , Therefore, 
R(t,t;L) " f^(*l)/'^(t) . . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 1 
The probabil ity of fai lure during the interval (t,tj^) 
i s obviously expressed by 
F( t , t^) = 1 - R(t,tj^) - 1- R(t i ) /R(t) 
= fR(t) - R(t^J/R(t) ...2.3.1.2 
Let us now set tj^  = t +^ it and let us suppose A t 
approach zero. Then, 
F(t,t+ At) = [R(t) - R(t +At)]/R(t) 
= - R»(t)/R(t)At + 0(At) 
27) 
We introduce the notation 
;^(t) « - R»(t)/R(t) . . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 3 
For small A t » 
F(t,t+M)^5s«>A(t) A t . . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 4 
i.e. it determines the reliability of the unit at each 
given instant of time. In engineering language A(t) 
is the probability that a unit that has functioned with 
out failure up to the instant t will fall in the interval 
(t, t +At), or 
X/^x Limit r P(a unit of age x wi l l f a i l in the 
^^^J "At -*0 L interval ( t . t i -AtWit has survived upto t ) ] 
At 
This function i s called the Hazard rate . 
Let us now consider 
A( t ) - -R' ( t ) /R( t ) 
Integrating both side in the range of ( 0 , t ) , we have 
R(t) = Exp [ - / K (s ) ds ] . . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 5 
o 
or , 
t 
l - F ( t ) = Exp [ - / A ( s ) ds] . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 6 
o 
Taking derivat ion, we get 
t 
f ( t ) » A(t) Exp [ -/Ms) ds] . . . . 2 . 3 . 1 . 7 
o 
Eqn. (2.3.1.5) follows that the probability of failure 
free operation during the interval (tj^ ,t ) is expressed by 
R(t^,t2) =Exp [ - r ^ Ms) ds] ....2.3.1.8 
t. 
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Nunerous experlnentaX data show, that for many 
units , the function A ( t ) has the characterist ic form of 
the curve shown in f igure. I t i s clear from t h i s graph that 
the ent ire t ine axis can be partitioned into three intervals . 
In the f i r s t of these, A ( t ) has rather high values. In any 
large co l l ec t ion of uni ts theie aie always uni t s with hidden 
defects and these units f a i l soon after they are put in to 
operation. The f i r s t period i s called the debugging or 
bum-in-period of defective u n i t s . 
The second period i s called the period of normal 
operation. 
The l a s t period i s cal led the wear-out-period. In 
th i s period» the fai lure rate increases. 
29) 
2.3.2 The EYPonential Distribution : 
The probability density function of the exponential 
distribution can be obtained either from the hazard rate 
concept or by considering the waiting time between arrivals 
in a poisson process. 
The exponential distribution is inherently associated 
with the poisson process. Suppose that random *%ocks* to 
a device occur according to the postulates of Poisson 
process. Thus, the random number of shocks X(t) occurring 
in a time interval of length t is described by the poisson 
distribution 
P [ X(t) = n] = ^ ^-^^ , n = 0,1,2..., A,t > O 
n 1 
where A Is the rate at which the shocks occur. Further 
Suppose that the device fails inmediately upon receiving 
a single shock and will not fail otherwise. Let the random 
variable T denote the failure time of the device. Thus 
R(t) s= P [ the device survives at least to limit] 
s= P [ no shocks occur in (0,t)] 
= P (X(t) = O] = e"^* 
Thus 
f(t) = - ^^^l^ = Ae- ^^ , t > 0, A > O ..2.3.2.1 
which i s exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n with parameter A . 
The same expression f o r the pdf of T could bt obtained 
from the hazard-ra te concept . Since the assumption of a 
30) 
random occurrence of ^ o c k s with parameter A implies a 
constant hazard rate , A(t) = A , for t > 0 . Now f ( t ) can 
be obtained from equation (2«3.1«7) as 
f ( t ) « A ( t ) exp [ - / A(s) ds] 
o 
or, 
f ( t ) « A e ~ ^ * , t >^0, A> 0 
and eq, ( 2 . 3 . 1 . 6 ) give 
F(t) = 1 - e~ ^* , t >^0, A> 0 
A more general form for the exponential distr ibution can 
be obtained i f . 
A ( t ) = 0 , 0 ^ t < A 
= A , t :^A 
Then, 
f ( t ) « A e - ^ ^ * - ^ ^ t >^ A 
= 0 , t < A . . . . 2 .3 .2 .2 
Often A i s Deferred to as the threshold or the sh i f t 
parameter. 
o.ri.ri The Vteihull Distribution : 
The weibull distr ibut ion can be derived either from the 
harazd rate concept or as the asymptolic distxibtition of 
the smallest order s t a t i s t i c from a speci f ied probability 
d is tr ibut ion function. 
Suppose v^ consider the hazard rate to be the powpr 
function of t given by 
A( t ) = p/a ( i;j=-^ )P~^ , a,^ > O, e ^ 0 , t >/0 . . 2 . 3 . 3 . 1 
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Using equation (2«34'7)» we have 
Let ^ r ^ « 2 If S -» © 
Z -• 0 
ds = a dz and If S -^  t , Z -^  i-=-® 
a 
f ( t ) « ^/a (^5=-®)^"^ e - ^^-~ )^ t >^ 0 . . . 2 . 3 . 3 . 2 
Similarly, using (2.3»1«5), the corresponding welbull 
reliability function become 
R(t) = e- <i-=-£ )P 2-3-3-3 
In figureic » the hazard rate is decreasing (increasing) in 
t - S if p < 1 (p > l)f and is constant if p = 1, when 
p = 1 the welbull distribution specializes to the exponential 
distribution, and ¥»hen p = 2 the resulting distribution is 
known as the Raylelgh distribution. 
Since p controls the shape of the distribution, it is 
called the shape parameter, while a and 0 are usually 
referred to as the scale and location parameters, respect-
ively. Again, G corresponds to a period of guaranteed life 
that is not present In many applications, thus ® = 0 in 
such instances. 
2.3.4 The NQiaai PlstrlbuUon : 
Sudden failures of a random nature are usually described 
by an exponential law. On the other hand, failures that 
32) 
arise as the result of wear and tear , of irreversible 
physico-chemical changes in the physical paurameters of the 
unit do not oby an exponential law* These failures» 
known as v«ear>out f a i l u r e s , are described by a noimal law. 
For a noimal r e l i a b i l i t y law, the r e l i a b i l i t y function 
i s of the form 
R(t) = ^ (t-T^)/a 
dx 
^ - T . / 0 
• • • • 2 . 3 . 4 . 1 
dx 
and since, a « T » we can write this equation as 
follows 
•^'^^-V^ {"-T„,/a"-^^ dx •••2.3.4.2 
where, T^ is the mean life length and a = V(T), One can 
show that the failure rate A(t) for a normal law is of 
If Increases monotonically and, after T , it begins, 
to approach as an asymptote the line (t - 1 )/a. Also, 
the failure rate is not a significant characteristic for 
large values of y. 
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2.3 .5 The Logarithmic NoimAl Distribution : 
The logarithnic noxmal distribution implies that the 
logarithms of the l i f e times are normally distributed, 
hence i t can be eas i ly derived by a simple logarithmic 
transformation. The hazasxi rate of the logarithmic normal 
distr ibut ion as a function of time i s an increasing 
function followed by a decreasing function, and can be 
shown to approach zero for large l i f e times and at the 
i n i t i a l t ime. For t h i s reason the derivation of the 
logailthmic noxmal dis tr ibut ion from the hazard rate i s 
d i f f i c u l t . I t s derivation by a logarithmic transformation 
i s given below. 
Let T be the time to fa i lure random variable of 
a device, and l e t X = log^T be distributed noimally with 
parameters \i and a. 
f («> - 7 ^ 0 ' " ' ^ ' ^"^ ) ' ' - < = < < -
If follows from the above that the p.d.f. of T, f(t) 
is given by 
f (t) = - i — e-V2a (i^g t - ti)2 , o <^ t < CO 
o t V ^ 
a^ > 0 ...2.3.5.1 
This is the logarithmic normal pdf for T. 
The reliability function for this law is 
34) 
2 .3 .6 Thft Gamaa Distrlbutian : 
The garana dis tr ibut ion i s a natural extension of the 
exponential distribution and i s used as a fai lure time 
model. I t i s also used as a pxlor d is tr ibut ion in 
Bayesian r e l i a b i l i t y ana lys i s . 
The gaovna distr ibution can be derived by considering 
XL. 
the time to the occurrence of the n event in a poisson 
process [Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla, (1974)] . For 
example i f the time T^^ between successive fa i lures of a 
system has an exponential d is tr ibut ion, then T s= Tj^  + . , 
T . The cumulative time to the n f a i l u r e , follows a gamma 
dis tr ibut ion with scale parameter and shape parameter n. 
The gamma distribution i s thus said to be the n-fold 
convolution of an exponential distribution [Fel ler 1965]. 
There i s an alternative way of gamma fa i lure time 
d i s tr ibut ion . Consider a s i tuat ion in which a syst^n 
operates i n an environment v^ere shocks occur according 
to a poisson process. Further, suppose that the system 
f a i l s upon receipt of exact ly n shocks and not before. 
The system fai lure time T, v^ich denotes the random 
time of occurrence of the n d^ock, fol lows a gaimna 
dis tr ibut ion with parameterA and n. 
The pdf of a gamma distr ibut ion with parameters a 
and ^ i s given by 
f ( t ) = l /Cfa p« ] t«-^ e - V p ; ^^p^t > 0 . . . 2 . 3 . 6 . 1 
35) 
where Ka) denotes the ganuna function evaluated at a. 
The gasBma dis tr ibut ion wi l l be denoted by G(a)p), The 
parameters a and p are referred to as the shape and scale 
parameters of the G(ayP) d is t r ibut ion . 
For a = n/2 and 6 = 2, we obtain a 'V^ dis t r ibut ion 
and for a = 1, G(a,p) reduces to the exponential d i s t r i -
bution with parameter 1 /^ , 
The r e l i a b i l i t y function are not available in closed 
form unless a happens to be an integer. If may be expressed 
in terms of the incomplete gamma function P(a ,z ) 
defined by 
r (a»z) = / y^ "-*- e~y dy , a >0 . . . 2 . 3 . 6 , 2 
o 
In t h i s term, the r e l i a b i l i t y function is given by 
R(t) = n « ) - H f l t V e ) . . . . 2 . 3 . 6 , 3 
rca) 
which, if a is an integer, becomes 
+a-l e-t/p 
R(t) = - 5 — r r ;:: . . • 2 . 3 , 6 , 4 
p"' [TCa) -r (a , t /p) ] 
Mean and variance of (2.3.6.1) i s given as 
T^ = E(t) « a p 
V(t) = a p2 
2.3.7 the Extreme value Distribution : 
Let us consider a random sample of size n from an 
inf in i te population having a cumulative dis t r ibut ion 
function F(x) wAiere X is a continuous random variable 
36) 
(-00 < X < «>)• Let the sample be denoted as X2>X2»*« 
x^. Define the randon variable 
Y^ - min (XjL*,.. \ ) 
The random variable y i s termed the smallest extreme 
value• 
Since material or equipment fa i lure i s related to 
the weakest or the weakest component, the extreme value 
dis tr ibut ion for the smallest value i s applicable in 
r e l i a b i l i t y work* The smallest extreme value distribution 
wi l l be consider here : -
The cumulative distr ibut ion for yjj i s given by 
p(yn > y) - p[(XjL > y) n (X2 > y ) n . . n ( x „ > y) ] 
=i> P (Yn > y) - j _ ^ P(Xi > y) 
or, P (y^ > y) = [1 - F(y ) ]" 
and then the cumulative distr ibution for y„ i s 
'n 
G^iy) « 1- (1 - F(y)l" , -o, < y < « ...2.3.7.1 
Hence the pdf is 
QnCy) = nf(y) [1 - F(y)]"**-^ , -« < y < « ..2.3.7.2 
This is also called the pdf for the first order 
statistic in a sample of size n. 
If f (x) is integrable, then C3^ (y) is easily obtained, 
however, f(x) is not always integrable and this had led 
to the study of Gj^ (y) as n becomes large. 
37) 
Define the random variable U^  as 
n U^ « n F(yjj) . . . 2 . 3 , 7 . 3 
Here F(x) i s the cdf for x and since O ^ F(x) ^ 1, then 
Now, the cdf of U^^ I s 
H„(U) « P(U„s<u) = P(nF(y^)^] = P[y^ <^ F"^ (u/n)] 
= G„ [ F'^ (u/n)] 
From equation (2»3»7»1) we have 
Hj,(u) = 1 - (1 - , u / n ) " , G <^ u ^ n . . . 2 . 3 . 7 . 4 
As n -> «» t h i s becomes 
H(u) = 1 - e~" , u >,0 . . . 2 . 3 . 7 . 5 
and 
h(u) =H'(u) =e~" , u >^0 ....2.3.7,6 
Thus the limiting distribution of the smallest extreme 
value is given by the distribution of y. 
2.3.8 The Mixed Distribution Model : 
It has been a common practice to assume that 
distribution that are mixed belong to the same family 
but differ in the values of their parameters. The mixed 
normal distribution considered by Cohen is claimed to be 
applicable to the study of wind velocities and physical 
dimensions of mass-produced items. The mixed weibull 
distribution discussed by Kao is useful in reliability 
studies, especially those involving electron tubes. 
Let F-pj^ (t) be the cumulative distribution function 
of a random variable T^ ,^ i = 1,2....k. Then a k - fold 
mixed c.d,f, is defined as 
38) 
k k 
FjCt) = E p^ Fj^(t) 0 ^ pj ^ 1, and Z P^ = 1 
• ••2* 3*8*x 
Often Fj^Ct) i s referred to as the i subpopulation 
in c.d.f form, and the pj are called the mix parameters. 
Alternatively, a k-fold mixed probabil i ty density 
function i s given by 
k 
f^(t) = 1 p^ f j ^ ( t ) . . . 2 . 3 . 8 . 2 
where f j j , ( t ) i s the i subpopulation in pdf foim. 
2.3.9 The Composite Distribution Model : 
The main reason for considering a composite d i s t r i -
bution model i s that i t can sometimes provide f l ex ib i l i ty 
in f i t t i n g and explaining fai lure data . 
An r« component composite c.d.f. i s defined as 
F^(t) = F . ( t ) , S. ^ t ^ S.^^, j= 0 , l , 2 . . . r . . . . 2 . 3 . 9 . 1 
Here F . ( t ) i s called the i component of a composite 
d is t r ibut ion in c.d.f. foim. The parameters S, are 
teimed the par t i t ion parameters. I t i s c lear than an 
r-component composite weibull dis t r ibut ion has r -1 par t i t ion 
parameters. An r-component composite p .d . f . i s simply 
, fjit) = f j ( t ) ,, S^ 4 t 4 S^^^ , j = 0 , l , 2 , , . r . . 2 .3 .9 .2 
Where f . ( t ) i s the derivative of F . ( t ) . 
39) 
2.3.10 Thg CoBPlfiUno fttsfc Model : 
Suppose that a device e^ dilbits K modes (risks) of 
failure, mj^ »m2»«««in|^ » and that a random life time on this 
it«aa occurs as follows : wAien the device begins operation, 
each failure mods simultaneously generates a random life 
time that is independent of the other modes. Thus, in 
effect, K lifetimes, denoted by Tj^, ^ 2****^k' simultan-
eously begin, lifetime T. corresponds to the i mode 
of failure. Failure of the device occurs as soon as any 
one of the lifetimes. Say T^ ,^ is realized. In effect, if 
the life length of the device is denoted by a random 
variable T, then 
T = min (Tj^,!^, ...Tj^ ) = ^(1)' 
If Fj^(t)is the cumulative distribution function of T^, 
the c.d.f. of T, Fj(t),is given by 
k 
Fj(t) = 1 - n [1 - F^ j^ (t)] ..,.2.3.10.1 
The above derivation of the completing risk model 
not only is independent of the functional form of the 
Pxi(t)» but also allows for the F-j-j^Ct) to be all 
different. In effect, this means that each failure mode 
can have any failure distribution and that all the failure 
distribution need not be alike. 
Consider a device an which k risks are jointly but 
independently operating. If only the i^ j^  risk, with a 
risk-specific hazard rate A* (s) were effective, the 
40) 
probability that the device will survive to time t is 
t 
1 - F j ^ ( t ) « exp [ - f A^is) ds] . • . . 2 . 3 . 1 0 . 2 
o 
t 
where / Aj^(s) ds l a the cuioulative hazard due to r i s ' 
o 
i , a t t ime t . From e q n . ( ^ . 3 . 1 0 . 1 ) i t i s c l e a r t h a t the 
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the device w i l l survive a l l the k r i s k s 
is 
k t 
1 - F^Ct) = n exp [ - f^As) ds] 
i = l o 
t k 
« exp [ - / Z K*is)ds] . . . 2 . 3 . 1 0 , 3 
o i s l 
This equat ion leads to the inference t h a t the 
t o t a l hazard to the device a t time S, say A ( s ) , i s the 
sum of the k independent r i s k - specif ic hazards at 
time S, t h a t i s 
A ( s ) = y \ i ( s ) +A2(s ) + +Ai^(s ) . 
If i t i s assumed t h a t t he r i s k - s p e c i f i c hazard r a t e s ere 
constant Over the period of observation i . e . 
/ \ i ( s ) = A-i V i ^"cl S > 0, then 
A(s) = A^  +A2 ••• ••• Ak =A (say) 
and 
1 - Fy( t ) = exp ( - A t ) . . . 2 . 3 . 1 0 . / . 
2 .4 THE RELIABILITY OF A 'RENEWABLE' UNIT : 
2 . 4 . 1 Renewal Process : 
In t h i s process we assume t h a t , a f t e r a f a i l u r e , 
the un i t i s renewed. This renewal can assume various 
forms : i t can be replaced with a new uni t t ha t i s 
41) 
ident ical to i t or i t can be subjected to maintenance 
that completely restoxes a l l i t s original propert ies . 
We shall assume that as >. soon as a unit f a i l s t t is 
renewed instantaneously. Suppose that the uni t begins 
operating at the instant t *s o and continues operating 
for a random period of time Tj^  and then f a i l s . At that 
ins tant , i t i s replaced with a new un i t . Which operates 
for a length of time T-, then fa i l s and i s replaced with 
a third u n i t . This process i s continued indef ini te ly . 
I t i s natural to asame that the l i fe lengths 1^,7 ,,, 
of the uni ts are independent. The random times Tj^,! , , , 
have the same dis t r ibut ion F ( t ) . 
F(t) = P (T^ < t ) 
•" ^1 t i ^z U t ^ 1 
I t is clear from the above figure that the instant of 
fa i lures or reaewals 
tj^ = Tj^, *2 " ^1 ^ T ^ , . . . . , t^ = Tj^  + T^ + . . . . T^ , , . 
Constitute a random flow, which we shal l c a l l a renewal 
process. 
2.4.2 Renewal function : 
Let \) ( t ) = number of fa i lu res that take place in the 
time t . Obviously "^  ( t ) i s a random var iable . Let us find 
the d i s t r ibu t ion of S)(t) . We note that 
P [ S ' ( t ) >, n ] = P [ t^ < t ] 
= P [T^ + T^ + . . . .T j^ < t ] = F^(t) . . . . 2 . 4 . 2 . 1 
42) 
where the functions F^(t) are the distribution laws of 
the t^ and are defined by 
o 
Equation (2. 4.2.1) implies that 
\ i t ) = P[ S;(t) « n] « F^(t) - F^^^(t) .... 2.4.2.2 
In particular, 
R^(t) = 1 - F(t). 
The renewal function H ( t ) , i s defined as the mean 
number of f a i l u r e s tha t occur up to the i n s t a n t t . I3y 
using equat ion (2»4.2.2.)» we get 
H(t) = E [ S ) ( t ) ] = Z n R^(t) 
n=l 
= 2 n F ( t ) - Z (n-1) F ( t ) 
n=:l ^ n=2 " 
= Z F„( t ) . . . . 2 . 4 . 2 . 3 
n=l " 
Also, h ( t ) = H»(t) 
The function h(t) is called the renewal density. It is 
equal to the mean number of failures that take place m 
a unit interval begining at the instant t. From eqn. 
(2. 4.2»3), we have 
h(t) = Z fj^ (t) where fj^ (t) = F^(t) »^...2.4.2.4 
n=l 
ft.4.3 Asymptotic Behaviour of a Renewal Process : 
Here we consider the behaviour of the process on the 
subintervals preceeded by a large number of failures. 
43) 
Therefore «M study the asymptotic behaviour of the 
process as t -^  «« 
We know that from eqn, ( 2 . 4 , 2 . 1 ) 
P [ S l ( t ) >^ n ] » P [ T^ + Tg +...+T„ < t ] . 
Since the variables T^ are ident ica l ly distributed and 
hqve a f i n i t e variances a » the seqotence [^ ^] of 
fractions 
a (n) V 2 
^^y^ r^^ N (0,1) as n -> oo. 
Suppose now that t -^  <» and 
h ^ t/T^ + Z„ ( t )^/2^ 
where Z^^ are choosen in such a way that Z^^ -» Z and n 
i s an in teger . 
Let us rewrite Eqn. (2»4.2,1) in the form 
, ^ (t) - (t/T^) > T ^ (t)V2 
^^ aC(t/T,).Z„(t)V2)l/2 
As t -> oo, we obtain 
Limit P [ ^^^) - /V'^o> . Z„] := P [-^< - ( T 3 / 2 2/a)] 
t -> CO / t ) V 2 -^^  " ° ^ 
^^ ^ . . . 2 . 4 , 3 . 1 
Let us make the subst i tut ion x = T '^ z / o . Then, 
Limit i t prr>^(*) - ^VT ) 
t % « ^ ^ o ( t ) V 2 / , ^ 3 / 2 ] >. x ] = P [ £ < - x l 
T^2 / e •• / ^ dt . . . 2 . 4 . 3 . 2 
(2n) 
44) 
From t h i s i t follows t h a t t h e random v a r i a b l e S) ( t ) i s 
asymptot ica l ly nozmal with mean 
E [*^( t ) ] rv^ t /T^ and with variance 
V [ > ) ( t ) ] ^ a 2 t / T ^ 3 
This fac t enables us to es t imate In a simple manner 
and r a t h e r accura te ly the number of f a i l u r e s in a long 
I n t e r v a l of tlme« 
2.5 SYSTEM RELIABILITY : 
2 . 5 . 1 The R e l i a b i l i t y of a System wAth Independent uni t s : 
By •System* we mean an a r b i t r a r y device cens i s t ing 
of p a r t s t he r e l i a b i l i t i e s of vrfiich are g iven . We s h a l l 
c a l l these p a r t s *uni ts«, .Ve as^me tha t the u n i t s f a i l 
independently of each o t h e r , i . e . , t h a t the f a i l u r e of a 
uni t does not change the r e l i a b i l i t y of o the r u n i t s . 
Suppose t h a t the system cons i s t s of n u n i t s the 
r e l i a b i l i t y functiwis of which are given as Rj^(t), 
R 2 ( t ) , . . . , Rj^(t) . 
Our problem cons i s t s i n expressing the r e l i a b i l i t y 
function R(t) of the system In terms of t h e r e l i a b i l i t y 
functions of the u n i t s . 
Case - 1 : S e r i e s System : 
We say t h a t n uni t s in a system are connected in 
s e r i e s in a r e l i a b i l i t y s ense , i t f a i l u r e of an a r b i t r a r y 
element causes f a i l u re of t h e e n t i r e systems. 
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Let R(t) be the reliability function of the system. 
Since the units axe independent and for failure free 
operation of the system for a period of time t, it is 
necessary that each unit operate without failure during 
that period* Therefore, 
R(t) = Rj,(t).R2(t) Ryj(t) ...•2.5.1.1 
i=l ^ 
which i s known as the product rule in R e l i a b i l i t y . It 
i s observed that the system r e l i a b i l i t y w i l l always be 
use than or equal to the l e a s t re l iable component. Thus, 
R(t) <^ mln [ RjCt)] 
Let us express the r e l i a b i l i t y functions in teims 
of fa i lure r a t e s . 
t t , t t 
- - / X ( s ) d s _ g - / A j ( s ) d s - f\is)ds... -./A (s)ds 
o ~ o o o 
=^^{t) = A i ( t ) +A2( t ) + +>^n^*> . . . 2 . 5 . 1 . 2 
i.e., the failure rates are added. 
Suppose that n^ ^ units have reliability function Rj(t) 
in the i set, i « 1,2«.*.S, in a complex system. Then, 
equation (2. 5.1.1) and (2. 5.1.2) become 
R(t) = [Ri(t)]'^l [R2(t)"^2 [Rs(t)"s 
A(t) = n;^  A^Ct) + n2A2(^) + •••• + ^^s^s^^^-
Case-.II : Parallel System : 
We say that the units in a system are connected in 
46) 
paraile if the system fails only when all the units of 
the system fail. Thus 
F(t) = P(T <^ t) 
= P (Tj^  ^  t). PCT^ ^< t)....P(Tj^ ^ t), 
= n F,(t) = n [ 1 - R.(t)] 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
or, 
R(t) = 1- F(t) 
n 
= 1-11 [ 1 - R,(t)] •..2.5.1.3 
i=l ^ 
In case of exponential distributions 
R(t) =: 1 - n (1 - e~ \^) 
1=1 
and thus, T does not have an exp. distribution, i.e., 
if the reliability of each unit obeys an exp. law, the 
reliability of the system does not obey this law. 
9.5.9 The Reliability of a system with Dependent units : 
Up to now, we have always assumed that the units in a 
system are independent in the sense of reliability. It is 
a stringent restriction. Failures of a certain units can 
influence in a very significant way the reliability of 
other units. In the case of connection in parallel, failures 
of certain units lead to increase in the functional load 
applied to the units still in operation and reliability 
of these units drops. Suppose that a system consists of n 
identical units connected in parallel. Let us assume that 
the failure rate of each unit is independent of time but 
47) 
depends on the number of units that have not failed. If, 
at a given instant, K units are in operation, then the 
failure rate of each of then is equal toAj^» Let us 
denote by \(t) the probability that exactly k units are 
in operation at the instant t. In this case, we say that 
the system is in the k state. It can leave this state 
and enter the (k - 1) st state in an infinitesimally 
small time A t vdth probability 
K^^j^At + O(zit) 
and it can remain in the state K with probability 
1 - KyA^Z^t + 0(z5^t). 
C<Mnparing the state of the system at two infinitesimally 
close instants t and t +At, we obtain from the formula 
for total probabilities 
R^  (t +At) = [ (k + l)A^+i^t + 0 (At)] Rfc+iCt) 
+ [1 - ( / \ i ^ A t + 0 ( A t ) ) ] Rj^(t) + 0( A t ) 
Dividing both s i d e s of t h i s equation byi^t and taking 
the l i m i t as t ^ 0 , we obta in 
^\it) = (k + 1 )A^^.iRj,^.i(t) - KAj,Rj,(t), 
K = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . , n-1 
• • • • 2 . 5 . 2 . 1 
For K = n, we obta in analogously 
R'„(t) = -nA„R„(t) 
Since all units are operating at the initial instant 
t = 0, we have R^(0) = 1 and Rj^ (O) = O for k < n . For 
the solution of these equations see Mathematical methods 
48) 
of r e l i a b i l i t y by Gnedenko. 
I t cones out to be , 
^ i ^i«»A« a + ico ^zt . 
R (t) = ^ ^ f -^ ^ 2 « i a-loo Z(2 +A3^). . (z+nAn) . . 2 . 5 . 2 . 2 
Obviously, R^Ct) i s the p r o b a b i l i t y tha t a l l u n i t s fa i led 
p r io r to the i n s t a n t t , i . e . , the p robab i l i t y tha t the 
System f a i l e d . Therefore, 
%it) = F ( t ) = 1 - R ( t ) . 
2.6 BAYESIAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS : 
A Bayesian r e l i a b i l i t y ana lys i s c o n s i s t s of the use 
of s t a t i s t i c a l methods in r e l i a b i l i t y problems tha t involve 
parameter es t imat ion in which one or more of the parameters 
i s considered to be an r , V . with a nondegenerate p r io r 
p robab i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n which expresses the a n a l y s t ' s 
p r i o r degree of be l ief about the parameters . 
2.6 .1 fis^gnUaA i^LfimgnU In a Bayesian RgU^^iaiilty Analysis : 
There are several elements in a good Bayesian 
reliability analysis. 
i) A detailed justification and analysis of the prior 
distribution selected, with a clear understanding of the 
mathematical implications of the prior. 
ii) A through docunentation of the data sources in 
identifying and selecting the prior. 
49) 
i l l ) A preposterlor analysis of the prior distr ibution 
with hypothetical t e s t xesilitsy 
iv ) A c lear ly defined posterior distribution on the 
parameter of in t ere s t , 
v) ^ analysis of the s e n s i t i v i t y of the Bayesian inference 
to the prior model se lec ted . 
2 . 6 . 2 Bayesian Estimation Theory : 
Bayes theorem, wriiich was introduced in section ( 1 . 2 ) , 
i s the fnndamental too l used to arrive at Bayesian 
inferences. Before proceeding to a discuss ion. Let us 
introduce the following notations : -
g(&) : the prior density on (^ 
f (x2,»«»Xj^/^) : the jo int density of a sample of size 
n from f ( x / S ) , 
f (x i , . . .Xj^,e) = f(x3^,...Xj^/e)g(e) : The jo int probability 
d i s tr ib t t ion of xj^,...Xy^ and(p 
OQ 
f(xjL,..»Xj^ ) « / f(xj^ ,...Xjj,©) d©;^ : The joint marginal 
•-00 
density of the sample observations, 
S^Sl-l "„) = ' ^"I' —'•n^) : the posterior density 
f (Xj^,.. ., Xj^ ) 
of®. 
Bayes methods in Reliability involve a known prior 
distribution, and data (xj^ ,. .,,Xj^ ) to estimal the 
particular value of H drawn. It was also indicated that. 
50) 
since the prior distribution is known, the posterior 
distribution is aviiiabie, as well as estimate based 
on minimizing the expected loss, 
Suppose that 6 is an estimate of H and that the 
loss function is 
L(e, e) = (§ -6)2 
This loss function is after called the quadratic loss 
function. The Bayes approach is to select the estimate of 
H that minimizes the expected loss with respect to the 
posterior distribution. 
Which is clearly minimized v\*ien 
e = E ( 0 I Xi....x„) = /" e g( el x^) d© 
•-O0 
and thus the posterior mean E (^  / x) is a Bayes estimater 
for ^, 
Absolute Error loss Function : The absolute error loss 
function 
L (e, e) = |e - e I 
assumes that the loss i s proportional to the absolute value 
of the estimation e r ro r . The Bayes estimater wi l l be that 
estimater tha t miniml«4s the expected loss , Chernoff and 
Moses (1959) show that the value of % i s any medium of 
the posterior d is t r ibut ion of(S) given x» 
2.6.3 Estimation Based on a Sufficient S ta t i s t i c : 
Let X be a r.V from the conditional probabili ty 
n 
dis t r ibut ion f(x I g) - n f(x^ I G), If there exists 
i=l ^ 
a set of jointly sufficient statistics Z» = (zi,..,2 ) 
51) 
fo r es t imat ing ^« « {&2^, •••> 8 ) , then, according to 
the Neyman f ac to r i z a t i on c r i t e r l a n 
f (x / e) = f (z / e ) h (x) 
where f ( z / ©) I s the cond i t iona l p robab i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of Z given © and h(x) i s same nonnegative funct ion of x 
not involving ©• 
If g (8 / x) = g (e / z ) , then the s u f f i c i e n t 
s t a t i s t i c Z can be used in l i e u of X in cons t ruc t ing Bayes 
e s t i m a t e r s . 
If i s e a s i l y seen tha t 
f ( x / ^) flfg) _ f (z/G) h(x) g(§) 
g(8 / X) = 
i e '^^^^^ ^^ ^^ '^ ^ L ^Cy^ h(x) g(e) d(.^  
/ (z/e) g(§) 
'Ji^ 
= g ( 1 / 2) 
/ f(z/©) g(e) de 
In p a r t i c u l a r , for a quadra t ic loss func t ion , the 
Bayes e s t l m a t e r fo r ^ becomes, 
9 « E ( © ) / Xj^,...Xj^) = E {@/ z i , . . . Z q ) 
2.7 LIFE TESTING : 
Fie l i a b i l i t y es t imat ion methods assume the exis tence 
of f a i l u r e da ta obtained from l i f e t e s t i n g . Such t e s t i n g 
depending on a random sample of n devices from a hypothe-
sized populat ion of such devices i s placed on t e s t under 
specified environmental cond i t i ons , and f a i l u r e times of 
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some or a l l of the units are observed. If each device that 
f a l l s i s iswediately replaced by a new one, the resulting 
l i fe t e s t i s called a t e s t with replacement, otherwise, 
the l i fe t e s t i s said to be a t e s t without replacement. 
A time-truncated (or censered) l i fe t es t is one which is 
terminated a f te r a fixed period of 4|ine has lap«ed, where 
as an item-censered l i fe t e s t i s one vrtiich i s terminated 
after a prespecified number of fai lures have occured. The 
time sensered l i fe t e s t s are often referred to as Type I 
censored l i f e t e s t , whereas item -censored l i f e t e s t s are 
often called Type I I censored l i f e t e s t s . 
In order to induce fa i lu res of very-high r e l i a b i l i t y 
devices, special tes t ing methods known as accelerated 
l i fe t e s t s are used, 
2,7.1 Uf? tgst Exp r^lffisnts : 
Epstein (1958, 1960) considered several possible 
life test experiments, some of them are : 
1) Testing is terminated after a prespecified number of 
failures have occured, failures are replaced (Type 11/ 
item - censored testing with replacement) 
ii) Testing is terminated after ajrespecified number of 
failures have occured, failures are not replaced (Type 11/ 
item censored testing without replacement), 
iii) Testing is terminated after a prespecified time has 
elapsed, failures are replaced (Type I/time censored testing 
with replacement). 
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l v | Testing is terminated a f te r a prespecified time has 
elapsed, fa i lures are not replaced (Type I/time truncated 
tes t ing without replacement). 
In case ( i ) and ( i i ) , the number of fa i lures i s a 
fixed constant and t ine i s the r .V, , \(^ereas in case (111) 
and (iv) the opposite i s t r e e . 
As seen above, a l i fe t e s t can be teiminated at a 
part icular t ime, or often a part icular number of 
fai lures occur, or, in fac t , a l l items can be tested to 
fa i lu re . In t e s t planning, the accuracy of the resiklting 
s t a t i s t i c a l estimation will be deteimined by the number 
of failures obtained. Also, the more items placed on t e s t , 
the quicker one wil l obtain a preselected number of 
fa i lu res . 
Let Tj^  ^ T ^ , , , ^ T^ denote the r .V ' s corresponding 
to the observed sample of r ordered failure times. If the 
number of fa i lu res is an r , V . , i t is denoted by R. Let n 
items are placed on t e s t and l e t to denote the tes t teitnin-
ation time. Let R represent the to t a l tes t time accumulated 
on a l l items including those that failed and those that 
did not f a i l pr ior to tes t teimination. Corresponding to 
above four cases we have 
( i ) T s= n Tj. , (r specified, T^ random), 
r 
( i i ) T = E T^ + (n-r) T^, r ^ n (r specified, T^ random). 
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(ill) T = nt^, (to specified, R random), 
R 
(iv) « Z T^ + (n-R)t^, R X n (to specified, R random). 
i-1 ^ ^ 
2.8 ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS : 
Many devices such as electronic items has very high 
reliability when operating within their intended normal 
use environment. This presents problems in measuring 
the reliability of such devices because a very lohg period 
of testing under the actual operating conditions woiild 
be reqtilred to obtain sufficient data to estimate the 
reliability. Even it this testing coild be accomplished, 
the time frame is such that the defices may become absolute 
before their reliability is established due to the high 
rate of technological advances. Also, it would be difficult 
to conduct the testing in laboratory. 
One solution to the problem of obtaining meaningful 
life test data for high reliability devices is accelerate.: 
life testing. This type of testing involves observing 
the performance of these kinds of devices operating at 
higher stress levels than usual to obtain failures more 
quickly. In order to shorten product life, it is a well 
established engineering practice to use certain stresses 
or accelerating variables, such as higher levels of 
temperature, voltage, pressure, vibration, etc., than the 
normal operating level. 
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The main difficulty of accelerated life testing lies 
in using the failui* data obtained at the accelerated, 
or higher stress, conditions to predict the reliability, 
mean life, or other quantities under the normal use 
condition. Extrapolation from the accelerated stresses to 
the normal use stress is uone by choosing an appropriate 
model, called an acceleration model. The choice of an 
acceleration model calls for a knowledge of the variation 
of failure behaviour with environment. In parametric method, 
this involves functional relationship between the parameters 
of the failure distributions and the environmental stresses. 
The relationship may also involve unknown parameters. In 
nonparametric approaches, v^ere no specific form of the 
failure distribution is specified, the change in the 
failure distribution due to a change in environmental 
stress is assumed. In either the parametric or nonparametric, 
all unknown parameters must be estimated from the acce-
lerated test data in order to extrapolate to the noimal 
use stress. 
Four acceleration models are used, i.e. power rule 
model, the Arrhenius model, the Eyring model, and the 
generalized erying model. These models will be discussed 
by Mann, Schafer, and Singhpurwall (1974). 
2 .8 .1 MgeXeratJlQn Motieis : 
The use of accelerated life testing to make inferences 
about the normal use life distribution requires a model 
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t o r e l a t e t he l i f e length to t h e s t r e s s l eve l s that 
a re to be appl ied to the items being tes ted* This model 
i s re fe r red t o as the acce l e r a t i on model. 
Here some acce le ra t ion models tha t has been used 
in parametric and nonparametric method w i l l be described 
b r i e f l y . 
In parametr ic , suppose the l i f e time random var iable 
X? of items in an invironment described by a constant 
s t r e s s l e v e l V^^ has a p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n F° ( t ; Q^) 
depending on a vector of parameter §^. Two assumptions 
which are made (Mann, Schafer , and Singpurwalla, 1974) 
are 
i ) The change in s t r e s s l e v e l does not change the type 
of the l i f e time d i s t r i b u t i o n F° (t*, 6 ) , but changes ohly 
t he parameter values* 
i i ) The r e l a t i o n s h i p between the s t r e s s l e v e l V and the 
parameters 0 , say 6 « m (V, a ,p***) , i s known except for 
one or more of the acce l e ra t ion parameter a , p . * * . , and 
tha t the r e l a t i o n s h i p i s va l id fo r a c e r t a i n range of 
the elements of V* The objec t ive here i s to obta in 
es t imates of the parameters a,^*,* based on l i f e t e s t 
data obtained a t large values of V and make inferences 
abotut 6 for the noimal use s t r e s s V * 
The exponent ia l d i s t r i b u t i o n with parameter A i s 
widely used as a l i fe t ime d i s t r i b u t i o n . So the accelera t ion 
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models will be discussed here for exponential distributions. 
Several authors have considered other lifetime distributions 
such as weibull (Mann, 1972, and Nelsen, 1975), extreme 
valee (Meeker and Nelson, 1975, and Nelson and Meeker, 
1978), and lognermal (Nelson and Kielpinski, 1976), 
for example. Suppose that under constant application of 
single stress at level V^ ,^ the item being tested has an 
exponential lifetime distribution with mean \i^ given by 
f° (t; ^ l) = /»! e- hi^ , t ^ O, Ai > O 
= 0 , otherwise. 
Then yt^ = 1/ )^A i s the mean time to f a i l u r e under 
s t r e s s l e v e l V^^ . The following acce le ra t ion models 
( r e l a t i o n s h i p s between Aj and y^) have been suggested 
in the l i t e r a t u r e , 
i ) The Power Rikle (or inverse pomer^ Model : 
This model can be derived by cons idera t ions of 
k ine t i c theory and ac t i va t i on energy. This model has 
app l ica t ions to fat igue t e s t i n g of meta ls , the d i e l e c t r i c 
breakdown of capac i to r s , and aging of multicomponent 
Systems. The model i s 
^ i ~ ** ^ i~^ • a > 0 , p > 0 
and th i s impl ies tha t the mean time of f a i l u r e n, 
decreases as the fT^ power of the applied vol tage V. I t 
i s des i r ab le t o est imate a and p from l i f e t e s t data a t 
s t r e s s l e v e l s Vj^ »«»«Vj^  and make inferences about ^L ^ 1/ ^ 
a t the normal use s t r e s s v • 
o 
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11) The Arrhenius Model : This model expresses the 
degradation r a t e of a parameter of the device as a func-
t i o n of i t s opera t ing tempera ture . I t i s u sua l ly applied 
t o thenaal aging and i s appl icab le to semiconductor 
m a l e r i a l s . Here 
/^i = Exp (a - p/V^) 
i s the model, where V^ denotes the temperatwre s t r e s s 
and a and ^ are unknown parameters to be est imated in 
order to make inferences about \ a t normal temperature 
l eve l VQ. 
i l l ) The Eyrina Model for a Single s t r e s s : This model 
can be derived from p r i n c i p l e s of quantum mechanics and 
i t s expresses the time r a t e of dequadation of some device 
parameter as a function of the operat ing temperature . Here 
/vi = Vj exp (a - p/Vj) 
i s the model. 
iv ) The Generalized Eyrin^ Model : This model has 
app l ica t ion to accelera ted t e s t i n g of devices subjected 
t o a constant appl ica t ion of two types of s t r e s s e s , one 
thermal and one nonthermal* The model i s 
^ i = aT^ exp C-p/KTj^) exp ( yV^ + iv^/KT^) 
where a,^,Y a n d S a r e unknown parameters t o be es t imated, 
K denotes Boltzmann's cons tan t , whose value i s 1,38x10" 
erg/degree Kelvin, and T^ i s theimal s t r e s s l eve l and V^  
i s the nonthermal s t r e s s . In the absence of a nontherm'sJ-
s t r e s s , t h i s model reduces to 
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Aj^  = a T^ exp (-si^/T^) 
Chernoff (1962) considered an acce l e ra t ion model 
o 1 for exponent ia l l i f e time with mean p^ = (aV^^  + pvj )~ 
where a > 0 and p > 0 were unknown parameters . ThusW^ 
was a quadra t ic function of the s t r e s s l e v e l , Chernoff 
a l so considered models for t h r e e dimensional vector 
s t r e s s e s 
-Vi = (Vii , V21 , V3i ) . 
In p a r t i a l l y nonparametric approaches to inference 
froon acce le ra ted l i f e t e s t s , no pa r t i cu l a r form of the 
l i f e time d i s t r i b u t i o n i s assumed, but an acce le ra t ion 
model i s used ( see , for example, Shaked, Zimmer, and 
Bal l , 1979; Selhuraman and Singpurwalla, 1982» Shaked 
and Singhpurwalla, 1982» Basu and Ebrahimi, 1982J and 
Shaked and Singburwalla, 1983). %aked, Zimmer, and 
Ball (1979) assumed tha t the K accelerated s t r e s s l eve l s 
Vj^ , . . . Vj^  were se lec ted of s t r e s s e s Vj^,¥., i , j = 0 ,1 . , ,K , 
a known funct ion m e x i s t e d . Therefore the l i f e time 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s s a t i s f i e d . 
Fy t t ) = Fy [m ( a , V j , V i , t ) ] , t > 0 , 
where a is an unknown parameter, the fonn of F is not 
^ i 
assumed to be known. Various choices of m gives the 
power likle, Arrhenius, Eyring, e t c . , a cce l e r a t i on models. 
The other re fe rences assume m o ^ l s for spec i a l cases of m. 
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In a t o t a l l y nonparametric se t t ing , there i s no 
assumption made about the form of the l i fet ime dis tr i -
bution at the various s t res s l eve l s nor about the 
foims of an acceleration mod^l* In this s e t t i n g , the 
l i f e dis tr ibut ions are s tochast ica l ly ordered with 
respect to increasing l eve l s of s tress (Barlow and 
Schever, 1971) or that the l i fet ime distr ibution at 
two d i s t inc t s t r e s s leve ls d i f f er only by a scale 
change. For these procedures, i t must be assumed that 
fai lure data are available from the normal use s tress 
as well as from accelerated s t re s se s . 
The design aspects of accelerated i i f e t e s t ing 
experiments involve the s e l ec t ion of s tress l e v e l s . 
The number of s tress l e v e l s , and the number of items 
to be tested at each s tres s l e v e l . A null-designed 
estimaters and allow for censoring. 
'UUV 
CHAPTER -. Ill 
BAYESIAN INFERENCE IN RELIABILITY AND ACCELERATED 
LIFE TESTING 
3.1 HISTORY ON BAYESIAN APPROACH TO RELIABILITY : 
3.1.1 Introduction : 
In the Bayes approach, the parameter to be estimated. 
Say 0 in the failure model f(t; 6), is presumed to have 
associated with it a weighting function, g(6), w^ich 
may or may not represent a probability density. If it 
ddes not, it is called an improper prior. The use of such 
a prior function follows naturally either from the 
assumption that 6 is, in fact, a random variable or 
from the desire to more efficiently use data already 
available. For more details on introduction to Bayesian 
Reliability are in chapter Ilnd. 
3 . 1 . 2 Bavesian approach to Re l iab i l i ty : 
Canfield, R.V. (1970), in a paper dealing with the 
estimation of reliability in the exponential failure 
model, uses the assumption that over estimation of R(t) 
is more than underestimation to Justify a loss function 
of the form 
^ TK^ ( R/R - 1)2 i f R <^ R 
L(R,R)=J . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 
I K^  (R/R - 1)2 + K2 (R/|? - 1) i f R > R 
He uses a beta prior 
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g(R ; P,q) = —^ ^ R^^ (l-R)^"^ , R^ ( o . l ) . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 2 
P(p.q) 
wAiich is a natural conjugate of the exponential model 
(the poster ior density i s also be ta ) . He concludes that 
when no prior infoxnnation i s available (p s q = 1 implying 
g is uniform) and a sypnetric loss i s used (K^ = 0 ) , 
then the resu l t ing estimater i s the minimum variance 
unbiased estimater of the r e l i a b i l i t y . 
R(t) « e"®* . .3*1.2 ,3 
£^ inger and Thomspson (1966), consider a series 
system of components or subsystems, each of which exhibits 
a binomial fa i lure model, and for each of which the 
prior density is of the beta form (the natural conjugate 
to the binomial), They construct Bayesian confidence 
bounds for the product of the binomial parameters( the 
product of the r e l i a b i l i t i e s i s the r e l i a b i l i t y of the 
system) by deriving the poster ior density of the product 
using Mellin transform techniques. Papadapoulos and 
Tsokos (1974), derived estimates for the r e l i a b i l i t y 
of a binomial failure model when the prior density is 
e i ther uniform or beta. In addit ion, the f i r s t two 
moments of the es t i aa te r s were given and the use of gama 
theory techniques for estimation were invest igated. 
Pugh (1963), examined the appl icabi l i ty of Bayesian 
methods to the development of confidence bounds for the 
r e l i a b i l i t y of an exponential fai lure model with uniform 
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prior . For a l i f e t e s t u n t i l K fa i lures and a mission 
time t„ he obtains the resul t 
. • • • 3 . 1 . 2 . 4 
EL-Sayyad (1967), considered a large number of estimators 
for the parameter of an exponential density assuming 
a prior of the form 
g(G) = ©®~^  e"*^ , 0 ^ e ^ oo, a,b > 0 . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 5 
If the loss function is of the form 
L(g,e) - G« (G^ - ©^)2 ...3.1.2.6 
then the estimate of G is 
« -I5. [ (^a-^ p-Kx-t-6) jl/p ....3.1.2.7 
•^"^  ^ r(a+n+a) 
n 
where S = Z tj^ is the sum of the fai lure times from a 
sample of s i ze n. I f , however, the loss function i s 
.A . f^ 2 L (G,©) = (Log G - log G) ^  3 .1.2.8 
then, 
« - H r f ..-3.1.2.9 
where 
^(n) = exp [ -gj^ log r ( n ) ] ^ i -^" (log n - n/2) 
fihattacharya (1967), made a Bayesian analysis of 
the exponential model for data subject to e i ther type 
of censoring. He considered the uniform, inverted gamma. 
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I t can be considered as the l imit of the quotient of 
the mean l i fe times under s t ress levels s +As and s 
respect ively. 
Many authors has implici t ly assumed ^ ( s ) to 
be of the form 
6(s ) = fi.h(s), h(s) knovm . .3 .2 .6 .12 
The quantity (^  unknown. In th i s caseo i s related to 
the re la t ive acceleration constant a (s j^ ,s) by the 
equation, 
^ log a ( s , , s ) 
^ ^ ^ . .3 .2 .6 .13 
HCs^) - H(s^) 
where H(.) is the integral of h ( . ) 
Now the basic quantity for a Bayesian inference 
i s the re la t ive acceleration coefficient 
a = a (sjL^s^) . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 4 
The re la t ive acceleration coefficient is unknown and 
described by a stochastic quantity a 
a distr ibuted with density Ti(a). 
Let the l i fe time distr ibut ions on s t ress levels S-, and 
s - have densi t ies f ( . | s ^ ) andf( , |s2) respect ively. For 
two independent samples 
^ i ' i ""^®^ s t ress Sj^  
T_ . under stress s. , i = 1,..., n 
the following statistics are independent : 
U • = "^ 1 i i • T — f i = l»...»n ..3.2.6,10 
2,i 
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and exponetlal d e n s i t i e s as p r i o r for (g). I t was also 
Observed t h a t i f the improper p r i o r , g(©) « 1/0 , is 
usedf then the r e su l t i ng Bayes est imate co inc ides with 
miniraum var i ance unbiased es t imate (MVUE) of Epstein and 
Sobel (1953) . F ina l ly , a proof was given showing tha t 
t h i s i s the only p r io r for which t h i s i s t r u e . 
Springer and Thompson in (1966,67 and 1968) have 
develc^ed Bayesian confidence bounds for s e r i e s and 
p a r a l l e l systems of canponents with exponent ia l fa i lu re 
times and for s e r i e s systems some of whose components 
are known to have ejqjonential f a i l u r e r a t e s and for some 
of which no f a i l u r e rate information i s known. 
They use a p r i o r of the form 
g(R) = ^^9 ^ ' ^ ^ ° ^ ' RPO (log l/R)^o , K = e'^Je 
Hr^+l) 
. . . . 3 * 1 . 2 . 1 0 
and u t i l i z i n g Mellin transform techniques to derive 
the pos t e r io r dens i ty of the system r e l i a b i l i t y 
^s ~ '^I'^a • • • • ^n 
or 
n 
% ' •^ " J .^ (1 - Rj) . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 1 
Bas ica l ly , t h e i r r e s u l t s involve a fas t way of wri t ing 
down the p a r t i a l f rac t ion expansion for the Mellin transform 
of the system pos te r io r dens i t y of R. Fe r l i g (1972), 
attempted to determine the optimal component p r i o r s for 
the above p r i o r s with optimal defined in the sensethat 
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the resul t ing confidence interva ls are as c lose as 
possible to the uniformly most accurate (UMA) unbiased 
confidence i n t e r v a l s . He concluded that the prior used 
by Springer and 1'h<MBpson was the best when prior data 
was availabley but that no prior was optimal when no 
prior information existed (p^ = r^ » O). Mann (1967), 
used Montecarlo computer techniques to obtain the values 
of r and p for each component so that the resul t ing 
system prior yielded Bayeslan confidence interva ls that 
were optimal in the same sense. Results s imilar to 
Fertlg*s were obtained showing that no choice e x i s t s , 
independent of previous data, which resu l t s in optimal 
confidence in terva l s , 
EL-Sayyad (1967), applied a method of sequential 
t es t ing proposed by Lindley (1961), to the exponential 
model. The method begins with a measure of information 
suggested by Shannen which estimates the amount of 
knowledge about S w^ich we have in g(6) : 
I = / g(6) iog g(©)de , , . . 3 . 1 , 2 . 1 2 
when additional data X = (xj^, x^* •••»Xj^) has been obtained 
we have a new amount of information, 
ly^  = ^ h(©/x) log h (G/x) dG . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 3 
which uses the posterior density. We may then treat the 
posterior as prior and obtain more information. The 
method says, in effect, collect information until I^ 
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reaches a certain value. Furthermore» the method i s 
generallzable by choosing a monotone function ^(G) of 
G and defining 
^ = ^ -^  4 , g^®) <^»9 - ^ d« . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 4 
clearly, the choice of ^ will have a strong effect on 
the form of the posterior from which we finally make a 
Bayesian inference. 
El-Sayyad uses 
g(©) = -J^— G®~^  e'^^, 0 > $ 8 < c o , a , b > 0 
r(a) 
for the prior of G, foim which 
I^ = a log b - log r ' (a) -a + (a-1) [^(a) - log b] 
= 1/2 log ^ . 2 - ± - l . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 5 
The ^ here i s the derivative of l o g P ( a ) , as before. 
He then considers several forms of $(©) : 
$(G) = yG, for which 
I | = 1/2 log b + log 2 - log V"2n - 1/2 + l / 4 a , . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 6 
$(G) « log G, for v^ich 
I^ 2 1/2 log - | ; j - - 1 / 2 , . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 7 
$(©) s 1/G, for which 
1$ = I® + 2 E(log ©) 
- 1/2 log ( - ^ J - ^^iiia. . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 8 
2i ib^ ^ 
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Deely, Tierney, and Zinuner (1970), have considered 
the use of the *MaxiiBun Entropy P r i n c i p l e ' (MEP) in 
choosing a p r i o r for the binomial and exponential models. 
The pr inc ip le def ines the optimal choice to be t h a t pr ior 
which, within t h e cons t r a in t s of ava i lab le d a t a , manimizes 
the entropy of the p r io r dens i ty of 
" ^ = — Ag f • • • • • 3 • J-• 2« i-9 
t h a t i s , which minimizes the presumed measure of information 
ava i l ab le about ©• They introduce the nation of a * leas t 
favourable d i s t r ibu t ion• • , I f G i s a family of p r i o r d i s t r i -
bu t i ons . Then G^  i s l e a s t favourable over G if i t s minimum 
o 
expected l o s s ( the loss expected for the Bayes es t imater) 
i s greater than t h a t of any o ther member of G. Under the 
assumption of a quadrat ic l o s s , i t i s shown t h a t a l ea s t 
favourable d i s t r i b u t i o n may be a be t t e r choice of prior 
than the MEP cho ice . 
The d i f f i c u l t i e s a r i s i n g from the MEP were approached 
in a d i f f e ren t manner by Jaynes (1968), who suggested hat 
t he p r inc ip le could be general ized by cons idera t ion of 
the measure. 
S^ = - 4 g(©) ^og [ | [ g j ] d6 . . . . 3 . 1 . 2 . 2 0 
where $ is, as El-Sayyad (1969), noted, an appropriate 
monotone function of ®, He further suggested that the choice 
of g(6) should be made using transformation group 
techniques. Essentially, such an approach says to choose 
68) 
a g in such a way t ha t changes In the parameters of g(G) 
do not change the entropy measure. For example, i f 6 , , 
i s a l oca t i on parameter and G^ i s a sca le parameter, then 
we seek a p r i o r g (ej^jS^) such that 
The so lu t i on i s of the form 
g ie^,o^) = ^<>gg^^"^ 3 .1 .2 .21 
In a similar way, it is arranged -that the binomial model 
leads to the equation 
e (1 - e) g»(©) = (26-1) g ( e ) , 
whose so lu t i on i s 
isj^ant g(e) = ^TJy 3.1.2.22 
Harr i s and Singpurwalla (1968) dea l th with the 
app l i ca t ion of Bayesian es t imat ion methods to fa i lu re 
models with hazard r a t e s of the form 
h ( t ) = © a t**"-*-, 0 ,^< t < CO, ©,a > 0 
when complete samples are a v a i l a b l e . This hazard ra te 
corresponds to ^he weibul l model and becomes the exponential 
when*c=s 1, They derived es t ima te r s for 6 in the exponential 
and Viteibull cases with the uniform, two-point , and gamma 
p r i o r s . They a lso i nves t i ga t ed the es t imat ion of a where 
G i s known but obtained a solut ion only fo r the two point 
p r i o r for a . Soland (1968) determined a Bayesian acceptance 
sampling procedure for © when a i s known for the Weibull 
6V) 
model and data subjected to Type I I censoring (m f a i l u r e s 
out of n Items tes ted simultaneously)^ using a gamma p r i o r . 
Later , Poland (1969), extended the r e s u l t s to the case in 
which both a and G a re unknown* 
Canavos and Tsokos (1973), constructed a Bayesian 
analyses of the sca le and shape parameters and the 
r e l i a b i l i t y function of the weibull model for Ine uniform, 
exponen t ia l , and inverted gairana pr ior d e n s i t i e s . The r e s u l t s 
are a d i r e c t genera l iza t ion of the work of Hiattacharya 
(1967) in which the one parameter exponent ia l model was 
concerned. The two parameter case was analyzed under the 
assumption tha t the parameters were independently d i s t r i -
buted. The est imates and t h e i r variance for Type I I censored 
data were obtained for the parameters and the r e l i a b i l i t y 
funct ion, R(t) = e*" ' , and were cwnpared with the 
corresponding minimum var iance unbiased or maximum 
l ike l ihood est lmater by an analysis of the r e l a t i v e mean 
Squared e r r o r s (MSE). The Bayesian es t imates were found to 
have uniformly smaller USE, Tsokos (1973), continued t h i s 
work by studying the e f fec t of the choice of a wrong 
p r i o r on the MSE of the es t imaters ay use of Monte CarLo 
s imula t ion . 
Papadopoulos and Tsokos (1976) have extended the 
work of Soland (1968) by der iv ing a Bayes r e l i a b i l i t y 
es t imator for the case in which both the sca le and shape 
parameters are unknown. The r e s u l t was compared with the 
MLE for the r e l i a b i l i t y us ing numerical computer s imulat ion 
techn iques . 
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3.2 BAYBSIAN INFERENCE IN ACCELERATED LIFE TESTING : 
3 .2 .1 /ypcelerated Life Test ing : 
In aany p r a c t i c a l Important s i t u a t i o n s i t i s 
impossible t o make l i f e t e s t s for devices under usual 
enviroraaental cond i t ions . Especial ly for components or 
systems with high r e l i a b i l i t y i t i s seldom possible to 
make l i f e t e s t s under usual enviroranental condit ions 
(usual s t r e s s S ) because t e s t i n g time would exceed the 
ava i l ab le t ime. Therefore a s t r e s s S > S i s applied which 
reduces the l i f e t ime . Life t e s t s of t h i s kind are ca l led 
acce lera ted l i f e t e s t s . De ta i l s on acce le ra ted l i f e 
t e s t i n g (ALT) are given in chapter I I and a lso on h i s to ry 
i s given in chapter IV. More d e t a i l s are given in the 
monograph ' S t a t i s t i c a l Methods in Accelerated Life Testing* 
by V i e r t l (1987). 
The s tochas t i c desc r ip t ion of acce le ra ted l i f e 
t e s t i n g i s the fol lowing. Let S be a one o r higher 
dimensional s t r e s s appl ied to a dev ice . The cumulative 
d i s t r i b u t i o n function ( c , d , f . ) of the l i f e time of the 
device depending on the s t r e s s S i s denoted by 
F ( t / S ) for t ^ O . . . . 3 . 2 . 1 . 1 
The main ob jec t ive of ALT i s to make in fe rnee on 
F ( t /Sy ) for t ^ 0 . . . 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 
the cdf of the l i f e time under usual s t r e s s S from 
observat ions of the l i f e time under a c c e l e r a t i n g s t r e s s 
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l e v e l s S > S^ , Here > means for the corresponding 
cdf»s 
F(t /S) ^ F (t /Sy) for a l l t >,0. 
For t»»o stress l e v e l s Sj^  < S the relat ion 
between F (t/Sj^) and F ( t / S . ) can be described by a 
so-cal led acceleration function a ( t ; S^, s^) , t ^ 0 : 
F (t /S^) = F (a ( t ; S^^,S^)/S^) for a l l t >^ O . . . 3 . 2 . 1 . 3 
It was assumed that the re la t ion between s t r e s s S and 
corresponding l i f e time distribution to be given by the 
dependence of a s t a t i s t i c a l parameter G on the applied 
s tress S, i . e . 
F ( t / e ( S ) ) f o r t :^  0 . . . . 3 . 2 . 1 . 4 
Also I t was assumed that the acceleration function 
i s lineary i . e . 
a ( t ; S^,S^) = a (Sj^,S2).t for a l l t >^  0 . . . , 3 . 2 . 1 . 5 
In this case the problem is to estimate a (S^, S) and 
the cdf F (t/Sy) is related to the cdf F (t/S) for 
S > S^ by 
F (t/S,) = F ( i .t/S) for all t >^  O ..3.2.1.6 
"" a iS^,S^) 
Another approach is to use the failure rate 
r(t) = f(t) / F(t), with reliability function F(t)= l-F(t) 
for all t ^ 0, for the stress life time relationship. 
Here the following equality is used 
F(t) = 1- exp [ - / r(x) dx] ....3.2.1.7 
o 
The s tress dependence of the l i f e time distr ibution i s 
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modelled by a s tress dependent fa i lure rate 
r ( t /S ) a A(S).r^(t) for a l l t >^  0 . . . 3 . 2 . 1 , 8 
with r^( . ) known function and different assumptions 
o n A ( s ) . This method i s described in section 4* 
3 . 2 . 2 Rayesian Inference in l i f e tes t ing and Re l iab i l i ty 
The idea of Bayesian inference i s to model a l l 
unknovm quantit ies by stochast ic quantit ies (also called 
random quantit ies or random variables) and to describe 
the uncertainty about these quantit ies by probability 
d i s tr ibut ion . 
Let X be the l i f e time of a device with stochastic 
model f ( t / 0 ) depending on the parameter G, and l e t i t i s 
described by a stochastic quantity 8 w^th a-priori 
d is tr ibut ion ii(©). If l i f e data are observed the information 
in the data D, D = ( t j ^ , , , i,tj^) i s used Via Bayes* theorem 
to obtain the a-posteriori description of the uncertainty 
about 6 . This a-posteriori descrption i s the a-posteriori 
d is tr ibut ion w (e/D) of 6 obtained by 
w (e/D) oC n (©). L(G; D) . . . . 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 
where L(6,D) i s the l ikel ihood function depending on the 
stopping rule of the sampling procedure and oC stands 
for proportional (upto a constant) . In extensive form 
Bayes» theorem can be written in the following way. 
7 3 ) 
L(G; t , , . . , t ) n{e) 
Tt ( e / t , , . . . , t ) « ^ a 
^ "^  / L(e; t j^, . . . , t„)n • • • 3 * 2* 2*2 7i(e)d© 
Here © i s the se t of a l l possible values of the parameter 
G, called parameter space. 
For r e l i a b i l i t y analysis the predictive density of 
the l i fe time af ter the observation of the data D is given 
by 
f(t/D) = / f ( t / e ) n (O/D) de . . . 3 . 2 . 2 . 3 
The predictive r e l i a b i l i t y function F(t/D) = 1-F 
(t/D) for t :^0 i s obtained by 
F(t/D) = / / f(x/0) n (e/D) dOdx . . . 3 . 2 . 2 . 4 
t G> 
To obtain Interval estimates of the parameter e . 
Bayesian highest a-poster iori density regions (HPD-regions) 
are obtained using the a-poster ior i density v. (8/D) for 6. 
For confidence level 1 - a the HPD-region for 6 i s 
defined by 
(a> * = [ © : n (e/D) ^Cj^^^ ] . . . 3 . 2 . 2 . 5 
where Cj^_ i s the largest constant such that Pj.[©€(8) *] 
= 1-a 
3.2.3 geneya^ pyafflgtylg ^nfefgnce : 
Let the l i f e time d is t r ibu t ion function F(t/S) be 
continuous with density f ( t /G(s)) and s t ress dependent 
parameter 0, i . e . 
G(s) = ^ ( S , C j ^ , . . . , C ^ ) . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 
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w h e r e t o i s known and the quant i t ies C^,,,,,C. are 
unknovwi. The vector C = (Cj^»... »C|^ ) i s described by 
a stochastic quantity* 
C with a priori distr ibut ion n{C)» 
Now Bayesian analysis i s carried aut in the following way. 
If l i f e time data D = (t^j ; i = l , . . . , m ; j = l , . . n ^ ) 
are observed for s tress combination S , , , , , , S the 
J. in 
a-posteriori distr ibut ion u (C/D) of C i s obtained via 
Bayes* theorem. 
« (C/D) o< u (C).L(C;D) . . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 
where L(C;D) = L(C;tji) i s the l ikelihood function which 
i s in the simplest case of uncensored data given by 
L(C 
m 1 
;t.;) = n n f ( t^ . /0,S.) . . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . ; 
^ i = l . n ^J ^ 
The likelihood for a general sampling plan i s obtained 
from a theorem by Barlow and Prochan (1980) in the 
following way ; 
Let r ( t ) = f ( t ) / F(t) be the fai lure r a t e . 
Then x 
f ( t ) = r ( t ) e - { ^ ( " > ^ " . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 4 
using the cumulated hazard function 
t 
R(t) = / r(u) du ...3.2.3.5 
o 
the l ikelihood function on s tress l eve l S. i s in the 
simplest case 
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L[r(u);u > 0 / D ] - [ , ^ r ( t i j ) ] e" ^.^ ^^^ij) . . 3 . 2 . 3 . , 
For a general sampling plan with fa i lure times 
tj^,,.«»tj^ and withdrawals Wit»««»w_ using the number n(t) 
of functioning units on t e s t under stress S. as a 
function of time t the l ikelihood conditional given data 
D = \ t ^ t » « * y t | ^ f WJ^>««*»WQ ) i ^ 
L[r(u);u^/D] oC[ n^ Ht.)].e'/ n(u)r(u)du . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 7 
j=l •* 
where the first product is equal to 1 for k^  = 0. 
The a-posteriori distribution n(C/D) of the common 
characteristic quantity C can be used in different ways. 
i) Predictive Density under Design stress : 
By the model ©(s) = ^?(S,C) for the stress dependence 
of the stochastic parameter 6 we obtain for the parameter 
G = e(S ) under design (usual) stress S 
®u =®^^u^ " ^(Su,C) ...3.2.3.8 
From the a-posteriori d is tr ibut ion ii(C/D) of C the 
distr ibution nCe^/D) of ©^  can be calculated. This 
d is tr ibut ion i s used to ca lculate the predictive density 
of the l i f e time under design s t r e s s S in the following 
was 
f(t /Sy,D) = r fCt/e^) it(Gy/D) d©^ . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 9 
^ 
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11) Estimation of the Distribution Function under Design 
By F(t/Sy) « F(t/ l i / (Sy,C)) and the description of 
the unknow) quantity C by a s tochast ic quantity C a 
stochast ic description of FCt/S^) i s given by 
F(t/S^) = F(t/4^(Sy,C)) for a l l t >,0 
Using the a-pcsteriori distribution n(C/D) of C after 
observation of the data D, we obtain the stochastic 
quantity, 
F(t/Sy.D) 
which can be used to obtain point and interval estimates 
in a Bayeslan manner. 
(a) Point Estimates for F(t/S^) : 
Point estimations of the cdf F(t/S^) of the l i f e 
time are possible on different l e v e l s of using the information 
i n the model and the data. 
First the a-posteriorl estimate 
^ = ^n(C/D)^ . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 1 
can be used to estimate the cdf F ( t / S ) by 
F(t/Sy) = F(t / i f (Sy,C) for t ^ 0 . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 2 
Second using the expectation of ©(S ) = Vj/(S,c) and 
estimating the c . d . f by 
F(t/S^) = F(t/E^((./jjj4'(S^,C)) for t ^ 0 . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 3 
Third the c.d.f of the life time under design stress 
can be estimated pointwise by 
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F(t/Sy) « E^^c/D)^^V^^^u'^>) ^°^ ^ > ° . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 4 
The integrat ions for the second and third estimates 
can be complicated and tiine consuming. Therefore in section 
5 the conc^t of semi-sufficiency introduce by vi i l l ing 
(1987) i s described. 
(b) Interval Estimation for F{t/S^) ; 
The distr ibut ion of the s tochast ic process 
F(t/Sy,D) « F ( t / V ( S y , C ) ) , t >,0 . . . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 5 
can be derived from the dis tr ibut ion n (C/D) and HPD-regions 
for F(t /S ,D) can be constructed to obtain band estimates 
for the c .d . f of the l i f e time under design s t r e s s S^, 
3 . 2 . 4 Time Transfgjme<;! Expongnt^^i Mo;!?l : 
The time transformed exponential model introduced 
by R. Barlow and A.Wu is assumed to be of the form 
F(t/S) = l-e-^^^^^o^*^ ...3.2.4.1 
where R-C) is known and A(s) is a function of the stress 
S. If the function A(s) is assumed to be of the form 
A(5) = W(S,Cj^,...,Cj^) ...3.2.4.2 
similar to equation (3.2.3.1) for the dependence of the 
parameter © on the stress S in section (3.2.3) the analysis 
is analogous to the analysis in section (3.2.3.) 
If the function A(s) is of the form 
A(s) =A^(s) with J;ji^^v3S%dwn1^5S^ '...3.2.4.2 
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the analysis Is comparatively easy. For a-prlori d i s t r i -
butlon n ( A ) of the stochastic quantity A describing A 
and data D 
D s= ( t j ^ j ) i = s l , . » . , m 
j = l , . , . n j ^ 
obtained under m s t r e s s leve ls ^j^>»*»»2g) for uncensored 
data D the l ikel ihood Is gflven by 
L( A/D) = [Aj^s^ 3 ? n^ ; . ^ ( ) e-^^^Si)«o(^)]"l 
dt "^-^  1=1 ^ 
• • • 3 . 2 . 4 . 4 
The a-posterloTl distr ibution u ( A/D) is obtained by Bayes' 
theorem. 
The predictive density of the l i f e time under design 
s tress S i s very more easier t o compute than in the general 
parametric model, i . e . 
f ( t / S ,D) = / f ( t / A ) i i ( A/D)d\ . . . 3 . 2 . 4 . 5 
A 
where A denotes the s e t of a l l poss ible values of A . 
The d is tr ibut ion of F(t/S^) = F ( t /A(Sy) ) = F(t/A-
^ ( s ) ) i s calculated in an analogous way as in the general 
parametric model (compare sect ion ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) ) . 
3 .2 .5 Semi-Suffic^encv and Computations : 
The computations in section (3 .2 .3) can be done 
analyt ica l ly only for e)q5onentlal fami l ies . Exponential 
famil ies are two re s t r i c t i ve v^ich Is seen by the Weibull 
d i s tr ibut ion . In order to carry out necessary integrations 
for higher dimensions of the parameter © the concept of 
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seinl--sufflclency i s useful to reduce the dixnensions of 
the InteRations* 
Let X be a stochastic quantity with density f (x /e ) 
and © « (©1,©^) ^* decomposed in to two subvectors ©j^  and 
© , A s t a t i s t i c t(X/©2) i s cal led semi-suff ic ient for © 
i f the a-posteriori distribution of ©^  given ©2 = ©2 
depends on X only throuc^ t(x/©2) for a l l a-priori 
d is tr ibut ions of ©. 
n ie^/e^fX) = g(©i/©2»t(x/©2)) . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 1 
By a theorem proved by wi l l ing (1987) a s t a t i s t i c t()(/e2) 
i s semi-sufficient for 8 i f and only i f the conditional 
density f(x/©) factors in the following way 
f(x/©) » h (t(x/©2)/©i,©2)>?(x/82) . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 2 
where h ( , ) i s depending on x only through tCx/©^) and>^(,) 
doesn't depend on ©^, 
The concept of semi-sufficiency i s useful for so 
ca l led semi-exponential families of d e n s i t i e s . Let X be a 
stochastic quantity w^ose dis tr ibut ion f(x/©) i s depending 
on a parameter vectors © = (61,©r>) where ©, and ©_ are 
subvectors for which the presentation (3 .2 .5 .1) i s va l id . 
I f the stochast ic model f(x/©^,©2) belongs to an exponential 
family in ©j^  for given ©2f then t(x/©2) i s a semi-suff ic ient 
s t a t i s t i c of a fixed dimension. This means the dimension of 
the s t a t i s t i c doesn't increase when taking a sample of X. 
A family of distributions of a stochastic quantity 
X i s called a semi-exponential family of dimension K with 
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parameter ««ctor & If and*only i f G can be decomposed in to 
e = (e , ,G-) Such that f(x/6) has the following presentation 
f(x/©i,©2) = G^Ce^/Sg) 02(62) HCx/Gg). 
k 
exp [ - S_ li'j (©x/®2^ "^^ Cx/QgJ] . • . 3 .2»5 .3 
For a sample of a distribution belonging to a semi-
exponential family vdth presentation (3 .2 .5 .3 ) a conjugate 
family of a-priori distr ibutions for the parameter G = 
(©•,,8.) i s given in wi l l ing (1987) using hyperparameters 
a^, *l»***»*k» ^ where p = p(©2) can be marginal density 
for ©-, The hyperparameters are updated by the information 
from data D to obtain the a-posteriori distr ibut ion 
ii(©l»©2^D) - « (©j^,©2/ ^o'^l •••••»«ic'P^ . . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 4 
For deta i l s see w i l l ing (1987) 
1) Wei bull Distribution : 
If X Vtei iz, ,r\) then a sample X = Xj^,...Xj^ of 
X has jo int density 
n 
. • . 0 > 2 * 0 . D 
Taking © = (©j^ ,© ) s (I:,T)) we obtain the factorization 
(3.2.5.2) with the functions 
n 
h(t()c/©2)/©i,©2) = l" e- ^l^^ V ...3.2.5.6 
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U (x/©o) = Ti" ( n x,)"^-^ • . . 3 ,2 .5 .7 
The semi-sufficient s t a t i s t i c i s of the form 
n 
t ( X / e J = (n, I x.^ ) . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 8 
" " 2 i « l ^ 
The weibull d i s t r ibu t ions do not foim an exponential 
family but belong to a semi-exponential family of dimension 
1 in equation (3,2.5.3) 
°1 (®l/®2^ = ^' S^^2^ = ^ 
H ( x / e j = n X4^ "*- . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 9 
ViOi/e^) - t » T^ (x/©2) = £_^ xj^ 
A conjugate family for "Land r\ i s 
11 (L»tl) - - p ? ^ Tj^ "^ e-^"* 'l^'*' T«o e- ^«1 
r(a^+l) ^ 
. . . 3 . 2 .5 .10 
and 
P(©2) - P<^) = >!(r) ^''"^ ^"""^ . . . 3 . 2 . 5 . 1 1 
which i s a Gamma dis t r ibut ion with hyperparaoaeters a 
and r . 
3.2.6 Semiparametric Inference* : 
Often i t i s impossible to t e s t parametric 
assumptions of the l i f e time under usual s t ress S , 
Therefore i t i s desirable to make inference on the l i fe 
time dis t r ibut ion F(t/Sy)without too specific assumptions. 
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One approach i s to assume certain parametric models 
only on the accelerat ing s t ress levels Sj|^ ,S , . . . and 
to t ry to obtain estimations for F( t /S ) in a nonparametric 
way. 
The model i s the following. Let F(t/S) denote the 
c .d . f . of the l i f e time under s t r e s s S, The re la t ion between 
the c.d.f. F( t /S ) of the l i fe time under usual stress 
S and the c.d.f F(t/S) of the l i f e time under s t ress 
S > Sy i s ^ven by 
F(t/S) = F(a(t) /Sy) for a i l t ^O . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 
Here a ( , ) is called the acceleration function (see figure 1) 
For l inear acceleration functions 
a( t ) = a ( s ) , t . . . 3 . 2 . 6 .2 
and for povyer type acceleration functions 
a( t ) = a ( s ) . t P(s) • • • . 3 . 2 . 6 . 3 
a nonparametric analysis is developed by Viertil (1987) 
ir 
actj 
In the special case of l inear acceleration functions 
in the considered range of the s t ress S the so-called 
r e l a t ive acceleration coefficient a, ^ between two 
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F ( t / S ) = F(aj^ 2 » VSJL) for t ^ 0 . . • 3 . 2 . 6 . 4 
For three s t r e s s l e v e l s Sj^  < S^ < S^ with r e l a t i v e 
acce le ra t ion coe f f i c i en t s a^  . in 
F ( t / S . ) = F(ff. . . t / S , ) with i < 3 . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 5 
we obtain for i n v e r t i b l e c .d . f F ( , ) 
*1,3 " " 1 , 2 "2 ,3 . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 6 
I f the s t r e s s l e v e l has to be pointed out we wr i t e 
a(Sj^,S2) for aj^^^' ^•®* 
F(t /S2) = F(a,(Sj^,S2)t/S^) for t ^ 0 . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 7 
Now from 
f ( t / S +/as) = F(a(S,S + A s ) t / S ) . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 8 
Using (3 .2 .6 .6 ) and taking the l i m i t ^ S -> 0 a 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ion for a(s) i s obtained 
i ^ = a ( s ) Limit >?^(S.S^^S) - 1 . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 9 
°^ AS -^O AS 
Defining the i n f i n i t e s i m a l charac te r i s t t i c 
f(s) =^^:^* «< '^^  1 t ° ' -^ ...3.2.6.10 
The solut ion of ( 3 .2 .6 .9 ) i s given by 
s 
a(s) = e x p [ / ^ ( 3 ) d3-j . . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 1 
^o 
The infinitesimal characteristic ^(s) is a material 
characteristic depending on the problem under consideration. 
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From F(t/S2) = F(a.t/Sj^) i t follows for the corresponding 
dens i t ies 
fCt/Sg) « af(at/sjL) f o r t 1^ 0 • . .3 .2 .6 .16 
and the density g(u/a) of XIA i s given by 
g(u/a) := / * z/a f ( ^ / s O f(z/Si) dz . . . 3 .2 .6 .17 
o 
using data D = (t^^^i, . . . , t j ^ ^ and t 2 ^ t^ ^) the 
tranformed data t^ A/^O i ^^^ ^ used for updating the 
a-pr ior i d is t r ibut ion nCa) of a. The likelihood i s 
given by 
L(a;D) = L(a;u^^.. . .^u„) = j ^ ^ ^^^^/^^ , . . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 8 
and the a-posteriori dis t r ibut ion 7t(a/D) of a from 
Bayes' theorem 
n (a/D)<7C ii(a).L(a,D) 
Under the assumption 0 ( s ) =S»h(s) the quantity (^^ 
/v-
is described by a stochastic quantity ^ . From equation 
(3.2.6.13) we obtain 
HCs^) - H(SJL) 
Denoting a(s) = a(s ,s ) by a and modelling the unknown 
quantity ag by a stochastic quantity a^ we obtain 
i [ H ( s ) - M ( s J ] . . 3 .2 .6 .19 a^ = e 
using this equation a probability statement for the c.d.f. 
F(./Sy) can be given assuming the inverse F~ ( . / s ) of 
F ( . / s ) ex i s t s . 
H(s^)-H(s3^) 
P [F(t/sj ,< z] = p [J >A;^:^)H(tm^ 
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. . 3 . 2 . 6 . 2 0 
3.2.7 ^laterial Da^adatlon Models : 
For cer tain aatexials the l i fe time of component 
i s determined by a c t i t i c a l value of a physical parameter 
p and the degradation of p in dependence of time t i s 
given by a d i f fe ren t ia l equation 
d f - . C ^ ••.S.Z.Y•X 
with C(s) > 0, (p) > 0, w*iere the constant C(s) depends 
on the applied temperature S ( s t r e s s ) . The solution p(t) 
of equation (3.2.7.1) is given by 
P(t) 
/ qi(p) dp = C(s).( t^ - t ) • • • o . 2 . ' . 2 
with 
^ 0 = 
1 Jp^°K 
cTiJ / ^CP) dp 
By the form of equation (3.2.7.1) i t follows that the 
solutions for different values of p(o) are noncrossing 
shifted decreasing curves as explained in figure 2. 
m 
p„_c/t)'K.) 
R o . 2 ; SolMt'oyv. of 
f^R ( ^ • 2 . 7 ' i ) 
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In the l i f e time X of the component i s determined 
by a c r i t i c a l value p^^. of p and p^ cr^*^ ®^ *^* value 
of p(o) such t h a t p ( t ) = p we have the following 
i d e n t i t y 
[ p ( t ) ^ p ^ ^ ] ^ [p(o) ^Po^cr^*^ 1 . . . • 3 . 2 . 7 . 3 
The function p^ cr^*^ ^^ determined by 
1 ? o , c r ( t ) 
* - cTs) { ^ (p ) dp . . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 4 
Describing the phys ica l parameter p(o) by a s t o c h a s t i c 
quan t i t y p wiih c . d . f . G(.) by the following equivalence 
of events 
[ X ^ t ] ^ [ P 4: Po,cr^^)l . . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 5 
the c .d . f F ( . | s ) of the l i f e time a t s t r e s s l e v e l S 
i s given by 
F ( t / s ) = G (Po^cr^*^^ ^ ° ^ * ^/-^ . . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 6 
Assuming the d i s t r i b u t i o n G(.) i s parametric with 
dens i ty g (p/6) i s a Bayesian ana lys i s for the l i f e time 
d i s t r i b u t i o n using only a sample of p i s p o s s i b l e . For 
a - p r i o r i d i s t r i b u t i o n n (6) of G and data ^p, p ) ^D 
•L y . . . f n 
by Bayes' theorem the a -pos t e r i o r i dens i ty it(e/D) i s 
ob ta ined . In order to obtain the l i f e time d i s t r i b u t i o n 
the a -pos t e r io r i p red ica t ive dens i ty of p i s c a l c u l a t e d , 
i . e . 
g(p/D) = / g(p/©) n (e/D) de for p >^  0 . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 7 
e 
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The predicative dis t r ibut ion of l i f e time at s t ress 
level s i s given by equation (3.2.7.6) using a-poster ioi l 
predicative c.d.f . G(./D). 
If the solution p^ cr^*^ °^ equation (3.2.7.4) is 
of the form ^ [ C ( s ) , t ] the stress dependence of the l i fe 
time dis t r ibut ion i s 
F( t /s) = G(^[C(s) . t ] /D) for t >/0 . . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 8 
for two accelerating s t ress levels s, ^ s under the 
assumption that both functions Vi/(,) and G(./D) are 
inver t ib le i t follows for the acceleration function a(t) in 
F(t/s2) = F(a(t)/sj^) . . . 3 . 2 . 7 . 9 
tha t 
a( t ) - ^ ^*2^ 
" c(s ) •* . . . 3 .2 .7 .10 
Therefojre in th i s case the acceleration function i s 
l inear and the Bayesian methods for l inear acceleration 
functions can be applied. 
3.2.8 Other Bayesian Approaches in ALT : 
There are different proposals for the analysis 
of accelerated l i f e tes t s using Bayesian inference. One 
i s to use Kalman F i l t e r Techniques (compare[28iJ) and 
another i s more pragmatic approach using fai lure rateb[:42l» 
Also the problem of experimental design was considered 
from a Bayesian viewpoint (compare £9*j). 
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-^.o.Pt.lKalman F i l t e r Approach : 
The technique f o r the t ime s e r i e s a n a l y s i s can 
be used i n ALT i n the fo l lowing way. Replacing the time 
a x i s of time s e r i e s by the (one dimensional) s t r e s s s 
the es t imat ion of l i f e time d i s t r i b u t i o n under des ign 
s t r e s s s i s considered as p r e d i c t i o n problem. Contrary 
t o time s e r i e s in ALT the p r e d i c t i o n i s from large values 
of s to small v a l u e s . This i s dep ic ted in f igure 3 . 
9> 
• H 
iU. h St Si 
F i g . 3 J S t r e s s pattern from h i ^ s t r e s s l e v e l s to low 
s t r e s s S , 
The recurs ive proces s of Kalman F i l t e r for observat io b 
y . , Y±^i> •••rYi 31* time t , t - l y . . . , 1 depending on a 
parameter ©+ i s g iven by the system equation 
®t ~ ^ ® t - l •*• "t . . . 3 . 2 . 8 . 1 
where (L i s a known quantity and u. r>^N(o,u^), with 
tf. a l s o known, and by the observat ion euqat ion . 
Vt ^ V t •*• ^t . . . 3 . 2 . 8 . 2 
with FA a l s o known. The observat ion error vx i s assumed 
t o be normally d i s t r i b u t e d with mean zero and a known 
varianoe v^, i . e . , VxrN>xN(0,v^). The dynamic nature 
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I s modelled by the evolution of the parameter ©. . 
Denoting y+ « (y^>*.. y^) the inference about 6^ is 
carr ied out by an af^licatlon of Bayes* theorem : 
n (©t I I t ^^ ' ^ ^^t /^ t - l^ ^ y t / ^ t ' ^ t - l^ . . 3 . 2 . 8 . 3 
The expression on the lef t and the f i r s t expression on 
the r i c^ t side of the re la t ion are the a-posteriori and 
the a~priori d is t r ibut ion respect ively. The second 
expression on the r igh t hand side i s the l ikel ihood. 
Depending on the physical model for the 
re la t ionship ©(s) = M^(s,C) between a s t a t i s t i c a l 
parameter © and the s t r e s s s the s t r e s s dependence in 
the framework of the Kaljnan f i l t e r is 
®t " ®^®t^  "^  V(s^,C) . . . 3 . 2 . 8 . 4 
From th i s equation under cer tain conditions 
the system equation for the corresponding Kalman F i l t e r 
can be obtained. 
and 
3.2.8.2 A Pra<ynatic Failure Rate Approach : 
For k accelerating s t r e s s levels Sj^, . . . s , 
usual Stress s with 
s^ > s^ > . . . > s^ > s^ 
and corresponding fai lure ra tes / \ ( . ) and}s..(,), j = l , . . , k 
^ J 
i t is assumed tha t 
Ai(t) > A2Ct) > . . . >Xk(t) >AyCt) for t :^0 . . . 3 . 2 . 8 . 5 
Using fa i lure data obtained under s t ress levels 
s , , s _ , . , , s . one wishes to obtain estimates A<(t) for 
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- ^ j ( t ) , j = l f » f k, such that for same interval [0,M], 
M < oo and a l l t fe [0,M] the follo»»ing stochastic inequa-
l i t i e s hold 
A 5» * It St A 
^ l ( t ) ^/NjCt) ^ . , . . ^ Aif(t) . . . 3 , 2 . 8 . 6 
A 
In order to obtain e s t ima te s^ . ( t ) , j = l , . , , k , 
which satisfy (3.2.8.6) i s incorporated as prior 
assumption and using Beta-distributions as a-pr ior i 
d is t r ibut ions for the probabi l i t ies of fa i lure times in 
cer tain subintervals of [0,M]. 
The ultimate in t e res t i s to estimate the fai lure 
ra teAy(») under usual stress s . This can be done by 
weighted averaging of the Bayes estimators at s t r e s s 
levels s . , j a 1 , • . , k, 
3.2.8.3 Evperlmental Design in ALT : 
The determination of accelerating s t ress levels 
Sj^,.«.,s. in order to obtain optimal infoimation concarning 
the dis t r ibut ion of the l ife time under usual s t r ess s 
i s an important problem. There are only few papers on 
optimal design in ALT, Especially in the Bayesian context 
two papers should be mentioned. 
In connection with small samples the paper by 
Martz and Waterman (1978) \«rtiich deals with the problem of 
the determination of the optimal t e s t s t ress for a single 
t e s t un i t . 
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Related to so called partially accelerated l i f e 
t e s t s , i . e . , observations are available also under 
usual str«ss« s , a paper by DeGroot and Geol (1979) 
gives some help for constructing optimal designs using 
cost functions. 
* # * tnr 
CHAPTER - IV 
INFERENCE fflOM ACCELStATED U F E TESTS 
4 . 1 A BRIEF SURVEY OF THEORY OF ACCELffiATED LIFE TESTS : 
4 .1 .1 Tntrnductii>ii : 
Often in r e l i a b i l i t y studies , accelerated t e s t ing i s 
used when one wishes t o estimate the l i f e distribution of 
a device vi^ich has a rather long l i f e time under noxmal use. 
Items are subjected to greater s tress than -that of the use 
condition* and from the observed fa i lure data an estimate 
of the distribution function of the l i fe t ime of the item 
under the use condition i s formed. 
Several paraunetric and nonparametric procedures have 
been exposed for estimation fron accelerated l i f e t e s t data. 
In sect ion (4.1*3) and (4 .1 .4) some of the representative 
r e s u l t s that have been obtained in the parametric, par t ia l ly 
nonparametric, and non-parametric s e t t i n g wi l l be mentioned 
b r i e f l y . 
4 .1 .2 Notation : 
Let F : The l i f e distr ibut ion of items on t e s t under s tress 
leve l V. 
Vj^,...,Vj^ J K stress l eve l s under accelerated t e s t ing , a lso 
are in increasing order. 
V^  : the normal use s t re s s . 
xj : the true l i fet ime random variable at s t r e s s leve l 
V^, i « 0 , 1 , 2 . . . . , k. 
Fy : Probability distr ibution of )^ 
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y^y J-^»2,. .n^ J l l f e t l aes of n^ randon ItMBS that are 
pi«c«d on l l f o t e s t a t s t r e s s level V^  for each 
1 ^ » l t 2 « « « » k « 
k 
N » £ n^  s the total nunber of itens. 
i-1 ^ 
If the life teats are continued untill all n. Items fail 
at the stress leval V^ ,, then 
^il»***" ^ n * ^ ® failure times for each 1, 
xiv» J sly.,,n^ : complete sample of failure times at 
stress V^. 
In many accelerated l i fe tes t ing s i tua t ions , some 
items at one or more of the s t ress levels may be removed 
from t e s t a t various times due to experimenter's control , 
or some of the t e s t s a t -ttie various levels of s t r e s s may 
be terminated before a l l items f a l l . 
In these circumstances a censored sample i s observed 
and i s called a r b i t r a r i l y right censored sample. I t i s 
assumed that under s t ress V^  there i s a sequence of constant 
or random variables Uj^i»»»«>Uj^ which censors )^j^ • • • • » ^ n 
respect ively, from the r i ^ t . That is the observations are 
the pairs (x^., ^ i j ) » J = l , 2 . . . , n j , where 
X j^ -mln [ Xjj , U^j ] , 
ij - ^ ij <^ "ij 
O, X ? , > U. 
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Thus Xj^ *^s are known as right censored. The type of 
censorship depends on the nature of the MA**^ : 
(1) If Ihe Vi^ ^*s are a l l constants, then the XJ.^*S are 
tlme-censoxed. I f U^. « C^, a constant for a l l 
j » l,..»,nj^» then the observed sample at s tress l eve l 
Vj^  i s said to be a Type I Censored sample, 
( i i ) I f Ujj « ^ ( r ^ ) , the z^^ order s t a t i s t i c among 
) q [ j , . . . , X j - fQjp , i j^ J ^ l , . , « , n j ^ , then the sample i s 
Type II censored sample. That i s , the l i f e t e s t at 
s tress l eve l V^  i s terminated a f ter r^ fa i lures has 
occurred. 
( i i i ) If for each i , the Uji^jf's are i idrv having common 
distr ibution function H^^ and independent of X?j^>... 
xjj^ , then the observed sample ( X ^ j t ^ i i ) * J = 1»»«» 
n y^ i s a randomly right censored sample. In thir case, 
i t i s also as suae that the censoring random variables 
^ll»"*»"inj^, 1 » 0 , 1 , . . . , k , are Independent that i s , 
censoring at one stress l eve l has no ef fect on the 
censoring at o-ttier s tress l e v e l s . 
In case of rig^t-censorship, the randcna variable )^ . 
and Uj . for fixed 1 and j are cal led l i f e times of the j^*^ 
item due to two independent causes of fa i lure or independent 
competing r i s k s . The l i f e t ime variables )^ . denotes the 
l i f e t ime due to the •main* cause of f a i l u r e , and U^ ^^  denotes 
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th« l i f e t l A * du« to the otiier indtp«ndent completing 
cause* For noxe than t«»o Independent completing risk see 
Basu and Ebrahlmi (1982) . 
4 .1 .3 gftintr Pirfll*^^^ procedures : 
In t h i s section we virlll be I l lustrated with the simplest 
parametric case of an exponential l i f e distribution at each 
s tres s l eve l and the power rule model as the acceleration 
model. Also* some r e s u l t s of Shaked (1978) wi l l be stated 
that generalize the power rule model and Arrhenlus model 
with l i f e d is tr ibut ions which have hazard rate functions 
of the form r ( t ) = Ag(t) + Bh(t), This c lass of l i f e 
d i s tr ibut ions contains the exponential distributions as 
wel l as other d is tr ibut ions which have been considered in 
the l i t e r a t u r e . Results for VVeibull and other l i f e 
d is tr ibut ions can be found, for example, in papers by 
Mann (1972), Nelson (1972,1975), and Nelson and Meekex 
(1978) , and w i l l not be discussed here. 
Suppose that l i f e t e s t s are to be conducted at K 
accelerated s tres s l e v e l s , V .^, 1 » l , 2 , , , . , , k , on devices , 
which are assumed t o have an exponential l i f e d is tr ibut ion 
with parameter A± ^ V^i» where \i^ i s the mean l i f e t ime 
under stress V^» In order to assume an Independence among 
K l i f e t e s t s , a randomization procedure is performed as 
fol low : choose a value V. at random from the K values 
V^, 1 = l , . . . , k , and put n. items on l i f e t e s t , which is 
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conducted und«r constant aj^Ucation of stress V.. The 
t e s t I s t e a i n a t i o n a f ter r. fa i lure have occurred and 
respective tiaee to fa i lure , t^ . , t^ay^-.^t^ . are recorded. 
Next choose another s t r e s s Vj^  a t random from remaining 
K-l s t r e s s l eve l s and repeat the procedure* Continue t h i s 
procedure unt i l a l l k l i f e t e s t s have been perfoxmed, 
y i e ld ing as data, the s e t [V^>n^»r^,(xj^]» i >» l , , , . k , 
v^ere \i^ i s an e s t ina ter of \i^. 
The unique ainimuai variance unbiased estimator of ^i^ 
i s (Epstein and Sobel, 1954) 
^1 
^i " ^ L l *J^ "*• ^'^"'i^*rii3Ai •••4,1,3*X 
The p*d*f• of \IM i s a gamna density function with a shape 
parameter 1?j^  scale parameter ^^/v^* so that 
• • • • 4 * X »3 »2. 
Consider power rule model 
|i- B o/VjP , a > 0 for a l l V^  within a specif ied 
range, 
Suppose an accelerated l i f e t e s t i s conducted according 
to the rand<HBization procedure, a and p are to be estimated 
so that inferences can made about the mean l i fet ime u at 
the normal use s t re s s V *^ In order to obtain asymptotically 
indepent estimators of a and p, Singpurwalla (1971) amended 
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th« power rule BO(I«1 s l i g h t l y , witiiout changing I t s basic 
character» as 
I4. • 9J (Vj/V )^ for a l l value of 1, where 
V i s the weighted geomentrlc mean of the Vj^»s, That i s , 
^ R 
V - 11 V.^l 
i « l ^ 
where r^. 
i^- -r— £ r . J .1 J 
The p.d.f of th is power rule isodel i s a l so followed the 
gannia distribution with shape parameter r^ and scale 
parameter. 
Since 1/tx^ = 1/0 (V^/V )^ 
• ft 
i . e . the scale parameter i s r^ /^a iV^/^y 
Thus p.d. f , f(o,p/( i) i s 
rcr^) 
To find manimum l ikel ihood estimaters of a and ^, say, 
a and p ; 
The l ikelihood function of a and p can be written as 
T " • I--'- • -i- • (MJ) 
Therefore 
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k . k 
log L<a,p/g) = log C + Z r^ log r^/aCV^/V)^ -EXj^ i^^ /aCV /^V)^  
n^oro Cis constant and Independont of a and p 
Hance, 
k k 
log L(a,p/^) « log C+ r r^log r^/a + ^ I r^ log(V^/V) 
- 1/a I r^^i (Vi/V)P 
Diffexentlatlng with respect to a and p and equate to zero 
we ge t , 
k • '^  k 
a - [ Z r^^i^Cv./V)^]/ z r . . . . 4 . 1 . 3 . 3 
i s l l«sl 
and 
k • k 
E r^ log (Vj /^V) = 1/a Z r^^^(V^/V)^ log (V^/V) . . . 4 . 1 . 3 . 4 
k 
s ince Z T. log (V^/V) = 0 , i t i s f i r s t necessary to 
i a l ^ * 
find those values of p, say ^ for which 
k '^  . 
Z r^!ii (Vj^/V)^ log (V^/V) = 0 . . • 4 . 1 . 3 . 5 
i s l 
S ince equation ( 4 . 1 . 3 . 5 ) i s nonlinear, the solution ^ 
must be found nunerical ly . Slngpurwalla (1971) reported 
that , using the Newton Raphson method, for various s e t s 
of data generated by computer, the solutions converged 
in f ive to ten i n t e r a t i o n s . Then the numerical so lut ion 
A. / \ 
^ g ives a unique value a from ( 4 . 1 . 3 . 3 ) . Thus, ^^ i s 
estimated by subst i tut ing a and ^ into the amended power 
rule model at the normal use s tress V . 
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I t i s easy to v«rify that since 
-E [d^lgg L /d ^2J. J. x^ Jiog (V^/V)]? 
-E [d2 log L/d«2] a £ r^/a^, and -E [d^log L/dpda] = 0 , 
• •••4«^a 3*6 
The a ^ p t o t l c variances and the asymptotic covariance 
of p and a are 
Var(p) « o2 « ( j r^ (log (Vi/V))^)-^ 
Var(a) « o^ » «2 ( j. r^)*"^, and 
Cov(a» p) » O • . • 4 . 1 , 3 . 7 
Since the Baxinun l ikel ihood estimators are asymptotically 
unbiased and distributed as bivariate nozmal densi ty , 
a and p are asymptotically independent* This was the reason 
for using the amended po«ver rule model* These re su l t s 
can ba used for asymptotic inferences from the accelerated 
t e s t data, 
Shaked (1978) has studied the accelerated l i f e t e s t ing 
problem for a parametric c lass of l i f e dis tr ibut ion, with 
l inear hazard rate functions, 
Suppose -that a device has a l i f e distribution of the 
form 
F®(t) « 1 - exp [-aG(t) - ^ ( t ) ] , t ^ 0 . • . 4 . 1 . 3 , 8 
where a and ^ are unknown parameters and G and H are 
known dif ferent lable functions of t which do not depend on 
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a and p* Sone w«ll known l i f e d is tr ibut ions that have been 
discussed in the l i t erature are of the form (4*l*3.8)y e«g. 
Brain, 1974» and Prair ie and Ostle» 1961. 
Assine that the underlying d is tr ibut ion i s exponential 
at each s t re s s l eve l and to l e t the hazard vate be a 
function of V > 0 . According to the power rule model the 
hazard rate x^ under s t r e s s V^^ i s 
' i • * ^i » a > 0, -co<P < «, . . • 4 . 1 . 3 . 9 
and according to the Arrhenius model 
r^ • a exp [-P/Vj^], a > 0, -o.<P<oo . . . 4 . 1 . 3 . 1 0 
Since usually, V^^ > V for i jfc 0 . Acceleration means that 
r4 >, r^ when Va ^ V^  , v^ere r^ i s the hazard rate under 
l / ' O I ' O 0 
normal use condit ions. iShaked (1978) also introduced and 
acceleration model which generalizes (4 .1 .3 .9 ) and (4 .1 .3 .10) 
applied i t to the l i f e distribution ( 4 . 1 . 3 . 8 ) , and obtained 
the maximum likel ihood estimators of the unknown parameters. 
More e x p l i c i t l y , i f Uj^  = q(Vj^), where q i s a known posi t ive 
increasing function of V > O and assumes that under 
s t r e s s l eve l V^  the l i f e distr ibution i s 
Fy ( t ) « 1 - exp [-o5 [aG(t) + pH( t ) ] ] , t ^ 0 , . , 4 . 1 . 3 . 1 1 
or equivalontly that the hazard rate function i s 
r^( t ) « (jf [ ag(t) + p h ( t ) ] , t >^  0 . . . , 4 .1 .3 .12 
where g « G» and h = H« 
Note that i f q(V) = V, G(t) = t and p = 0 then 
(4 .1 .3 .12 ) reduces to ( 4 . 1 . 3 . 1 0 ) . 
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Shakttd (1978) thonttd now to obtain the maxiinum l ikel ihood 
estimators* a» p and p and he expressed the estimators 
a and p as e]f>liclt functions of p [a «: a(p)> ^ = p(p)» 
s a y ] . He found the exact region of P»s in which P must l ie. . 
By Substituting a(P) and ^(P) in the l ikelihood equation • 
He got a function of one variable (p) which was to be 
maximized over the bounded interval to found P and with 
help of P he computed a and p* The advantage of his 
procedure was that no Btore than on equation with one 
unknown variable must be solved at a t ime. Then to get 
the naxinuB l ikelihood estimater of the l ifetime d i s t r i -
bution function under the normal use s t r e s s , V , a,p and 
p can be substituted in to (4«1.3«11) with i s 0 . , 
expressions for the asymptotic vailance-covariance matrix 
of a»^ and p involve integrals which must be computed 
numerically. 
In some situations» i t may not be possible to determine 
a reasonable parametric form for the l i fet ime dis tr ibut ion 
of items under t e s t at e i ther the normal use s t res s or the 
accelerated s t r e s s e s . That i s , no spec i f icat ions of a 
family of parametric l i f e distr ibut ions i s given. For 
such s i tuat ions , inference procedures have been developed 
which are non^parametric. If the particular form of 
the acceleration model i s not assumed, i t is necessary to 
have at least a few ttbservations from the normal use 
s t re s s l e v a l . 
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In th i s sect ion some of the nonparametric method 
«d.ll be described b r i e f l y . These w i l l include both types 
of Methods, those vdthout a speci f ic acceleration model 
and those with u t i l i z e a particular form for acceleration 
model* 
Barlpw and Schever (1971) assumed tiiat data were 
avai lable from both the normal use l i f e distribution F^ 
and one accelerated l i f e dis tr ibut ion Fj ,^ where the exact 
forms of F. and Fi were unspecified. I t was assumed that 
Ft and F were related by a time transformation a ( t ) , 
where 
FlCt) = F^ [ , ( t ) ] 
So thaty assuming F^ ex is ts* 
a ( t ) = F~^(t) . . . • 4 . 1 . 4 . 1 
where a( t ) was unknown and a(t) ^ t . Also he assumed 
that F^ and F were increasing fa i lure rate average 
(IFRA) d is tr ibut ions , i . e . i f the fa i lure rate r ( t ) 
t 
e x i s t s , then 1/t / r(u)dU were nondecreasing in t . 
o 
More generally, a distr ibut ion F was IFRA i f ( - log[ l - .F( t ) ] ) 
/ t was nondecreasing in t :^0. 
The problem considered was as fol lows : 
Let YjL ,$ • • • • 4: Y^  be oidexed observations from F 
(the unaccelerated l i f e distr ibution) and Xj^  >^....,$X^ 
be ordered observations from Fj^  (the accelerated l i f e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n ) . He obtained the empirical distribution 
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o^B» *'^ ^In corresponding to F^ and Fj ,^ respect ive ly . 
"om ""^ ^in Then obtain estimates F and F-, such that 
( i ) F ^ and Fj^ ^^  are IFRA : 
^ 
'in ( i i ) F««i(x) < Fi„(x) for a l l x 
A >* ( l i i ) F^^ and F^ ^^  are c loses t to F^^ and F^^p respec-
t ive ly in a l e a s t squares sense . 
The estimate F^„ of F^ i s obtained using data from both on o ^ 
the accelerated and unaccelerated s t r e s s l e v e l s . 
To obtained an estimate of the unknown fai lure 
d is tr ibut ion Fi» assuming that - log F^t) / t i s nondecreasing 
on [0,oo] where ^t)s= 1-Fj_(t). Suppose K (1 ^ k ^ n) 
fa i lures where observed. Let Xj^ ^ X^ S***-!^ \ denoted 
the ordered ages at fa i lure and l e t n. denote the number 
of items surviving just 'before time Xj^ . The product l imit 
estimate of Fj^  can be written as 
1 , 0 ^ t < X^  
i 
Pm ( t ) «< 1^1 (n^-l ) /n^, Xj^  ^ t < X^ j^^ , i = l , . . q - l 
f t ^ X . . . 4 . 1 . 4 . 2 
where 
Tk i f k < n 
^ n i f k = n (no censoring) 
Let 7^ ( t ) a - [ l o g Fj^(t)]/t and obtain an estimate of /i 
by a nondecreasing function y\ . Let 
^nO.)- -^i=^t=^ 
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for i s ly2»...»q 
and define t 
••.4.1.4.3 
Where FJ^CXJ) « Fin^Xj) - Fj^^CXj) . Then define 
yl„(Xi) - nax n ln J«s " 3 ^" J 
In <^ J 
0 , t < X^ 
A ( t ) « / i ^ n ( X i ) , Xi < t <X^^i , i ^ l , . . . q . l • ^ 
'n 
, t ^ X . . 4 . 1 . 4 , 4 
So the IFRA estimate for the dis tr ibut ion function i s 
given by 
1^ , t < Xj^  
F ( t ) = y ® ^ t-^^n^^)*! ' X^  ^ t < X^^i, i = l , . q - l A In 
, t :^XQ . . 4 . 1 . 4 . 5 
Now, to estimate F^ and F^ ,^ ^^ppose Xj^ ^ . . . ^ X^  (. <n) 
f a i l u r e s from a sample of s ize n for a distribution Fj^ , 
and Y^^ 4 Y^4 • . . . ^ Y^  (r <C m) from a sample of s i z e m 
for a distr ibution F^. Assume t h a t 
( i ) FjL and F^ are IFRA 
( i i ) F^(t) ^ F ^ ( t ) for a l l t > 0 
Let 
Ar,^\) = - log Fin^X^VXi and 
Y^(Yi) . . log F^^(Yi)/Yi and 
|^^[Ai-vH„(Xi)]2 F*„ (X^) + I [Yi-Y„(Yi)]2F*„(Yi) 
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denote est iaates of-A(Xj) 5/1^ and of Y(YJ^) 2 y^, 
respec t ive ly . To detezwine the^^ and YJ^ * SO that, 
ninlKiza. 
k . ^ ^ r 
• •4 .1 .4 .6 
Subj ec to 
0\< i ' ^ 2 ^ • • # • , 5 IJ. 
O v< Y i < Y g N< N<Yr» 
and 
This problem can be solved by quadratic programming, 
and the solution i s the best under the constraints in a 
l e a s t squares sense• 
Shaked, Ziramer, and Bell (1979) assumed a general 
re lat ionship between the l i f e d is tr ibut ion of any t /o 
d i f ferent stress leva I s as an acceleration model. 
Spec i f i ca l ly , for every pair of s t r e s s l eve l s V^ ,^ V. , 
1 1^  J» l > j "" 0 , 1 , • • • k , i t Mas assumed that a known 
function m ejdsted so that the l i f e dis tr ibut ions sa t i s , 
f i ed 
Fy (*) = ^v ('»C«»Vj,Vj^,t)), t ^O • . .4^1 .4 .7 
Where Fy denoted the d.f • of the l i f e t ime of a device 
subject t o s tress V and a was an unknown parameter Let 
)^^t 1 = !,••••,Ti^f 1 = l , , . . , . k be observations under 
s t r e s s l eve l s y/^, i « l , , . . « k . Hence, no observations 
are required for s t r e s s V^^  Here K, Vj^'s, and n^ '^s are 
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se lect«d and fixed In advance* with no censoring of 
the data . 
For s lnp l i c i ty* he took 
in(a,Vj,V^,t) « [g(o,Vj)/g(a,V^)] t . . . 4 . 1 . 4 . 8 
where g was a known function which was pos i t ive at each 
V and nondecreasing in V. 
Their procedure was 
( i ) to estimate & and then 
( i i ) for every t > 0 , to estimate Fy ( t ) from the data 
^ o 
and from the estimate a. 
( i i l ) The estimate of F^ was then used to estimate the 
o 
means l i f e time* the percent i les , and the median in 
the normal use environment. 
An estimate of a was obtained by f i r s t estimating 
the scale factor between Fy and Fy , the factor was 
^ i = g(a,Vj)/g(o,VjL) , i f« j , . . 4 . 1 . 4 . 9 
Any consis tent estimater of 6^. could be used, such 
as 
®H = 4 / 55 » where X? = 1/^^ Z^  xJl J J 1=1 
Then a was estimated by a weighted average 
A 
Mj **ij «ij 
^ 
where U4J*S were chosen depending on g and G^ .^, and 
ctj^ . was obtained from solving » j . = g(Q^ij»V.)/g(oj^ . , V j ) . 
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A 
Using a> the observations from the K accelerated tests 
were rescaled by 
^ 1 «[g(i»V^)/grtt,V^)] X^i , 1 = l,...ni i = l..,k 
..4,1.4.10 
Finallyy the empir ica l d i s t r i b u t i o n function F^ of these 
k ^o 
N = £ n^ resca led observat ions was used as an est imate 
of F^ . 
o 
Basu\ and Ebrahimi (1982) entended the r e s u l t s of 
Shakedy Zianer , and Bal l (1979) and of Shaked and 
Singpurwalla (1S^2) t o the case of rand(xnly r lg^ t -unscored 
samples ( 5 ^ i » ^ i i ) ®t each accelera ted s t r e s s V^* The 
choice of the a c c e l e r a t i o n model m was a power r u l e model. 
That i s , m (a ,Vj ,V^, t ) « [g(o ,V^) /g(a ,V^)] t = (.V^/V{)^t 
was u8ed« The e s t ima te r of the sca le f a c t o r S^^ - {Vj^^)'^ 
was t h a t obtained for the two sample problem from 
a r b i t r a r i l y r i g h t . Unsored samples by Padgett and Wei 
(1982) . The value of a was estimated in a manner suggested 
by Shaked and 2(Lngpurwalla (1982)» and the es t imate was 
used t o resca le the censored observat ions from the 
acce le ra t ed t e s t s by Xj^ ^ ~ (^iA©^* ^ i l » ^ ~ l»«».»nj^» 
i s l » . . . . k » and obtained the es t ima te r for Fy • Basu 
o 
and Ebrahimi (1982) a l s o extended the r e s u l t s of %aked 
and Singpurwalla (1982) to the case of I-component s e r i e s 
systems a t each acce le ra ted s t r e s s l e v e l . 
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Shaked and ^ngpurwalla (1982) combliMd tiM 
t«chnlqu«5 of Sethuranan and Sin^pttzwalla (1982) and of 
Shakad, ZlMMr, and Bal l (1979) for cenplete eaaples 
froDQ each accelerated s tress* The re scal ing technique using 
the es t laated a froM the power rule model for iihe scale 
change paraaeters described above was used to estimate 
^aked and SLngpuxwalla (1983) considered accelerated 
l i f e tes t ing wherein -^e stress on an unfailed item can 
increase a t a preassigned t e s t tiaie. Such tes t s are called 
s tep*stress t e s t s . Their approach was nonparanetric in 
the sense that no assumption were made about the underlying 
l i f e t i m e dis tr ibut ion a t each s t r e s s . Their laodel for 
s tep-s tress test ing was based on the ideas of shock 
models and wear processes . 
4.2 SOME ASPECTS OF ACCELERATED LIFE TESTING BY PROGRESSIVE 
STRESS : 
4 .2 .1 Tntroductlnn t 
Accelerated l i f e t e s t ing over s t re s se s specimens 
to make them f a i l sooner. There are three kinds of s t res s : 
constant^ step, and progressive. 
i ) ggn^t^nt fftyggg : 
Specimen are tested at several constant s t re s se s 
(higher than design s t r e s s ) . Life at a design s tress i s 
estimated by regression method (,Mann, Schafer, Slngpurwalla, 
1974) . 
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11) gtfiQ §Ufifi8 : 
Stress on the specimens i s a planned step function. 
The s t r e s s s tar t s at a low leve l and i s held a specif ied 
time, then the s tress l e v e l i s 'increased and held* 
repeatedly unt i l the specimen f a i l s . One uses tiie t e s t 
data and the model, which re lates the c d . f . of product 
l i f e under constant s tress to the c d . f . under step s t r e s s , 
t o estimate product r e l i a b i l i t y * 
i l l ) ProffTftssive Stress : 
Progressive s tress i s similar to step stress, but 
the s t r e s s on specimens i s a progressive (continuous) 
function. 
Heie, the aim i s to see the re lat ionship between 
the cdf under constants s tress and the cdf under progressive 
s t r e s s . This paper, based on Nelson (1980) and others . 
I t s t a r t s with some basic assumptions and then derives 
the cdf under progressive s t r e s s , when the cdf under 
design constant s t r e s s i s an exponential or a weibull 
d i s t r ibut ion . 
The paper discusses the special case when the 
accelerat ion equation s a t i s f i e s inverse power law and the 
progressive stress i s d i r e c t l y proportional to time. For 
th is some of the maximum likelihood estimator properties 
are discussed. This i s based on the work of Nelson (1980) 
«nd o thers . 
Ill) 
4 .2 .2 Notation t 
a : ra te paraneter of welbull d i s tr ibut ion 
S,Sj^,S(t),S(t) : Stress 
t^ : are time of sample i> or» time at which the 
s tress goes from S. to S,^j^. 
F ( t , S ) , F ( t ) ,F ( t ) : cdf of product l i f e under constant, 
step, progftessive stress* 
-^ : max ( t j - t^^) 
a,b : parameters of function that r e l a t e s rate parameter 
and s tress 
p : Shape parameter of weibull distr ibut ions implies 
an estimate, 
K : slope of l inear progressive s t r e s s . 
N : Sample s i z e . 
4 .2 .3 Basic Assumottons : 
i ) For design constant s t r e s s , the l i f e distr ibution i s a 
weibull distribution or an exponential distribut-^on. 
l i ) If the l i f e has a weibull d is tr ibut ion or an exponential 
d i s tr ibut ion under design constant s t r e s s , then under 
other constant s t r e s s e s , the d is tr ibut ion i s the same 
type, 
i i i ) The fa i lure mechanisms of a product are the same a t 
a l l l e v e l s of s t r e s s , 
i v ) The l i f e and stress have a known re lat ionship, 
v) If held at the current s t r e s s , survivers wi l l f a i l 
accordingly to the cdf for that s t r e s s but starting 
at the previously accumulated fract ion f a i l e d . 
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v l ) The test ing i s complete sample tes t ing and the samplej? 
are arranged frem small to large, 
v i i ) The acceleration equation s a t i s f i e s an inverse power 
law. 
v i i i ) Progfressive s t re s s i s d irect ly proportional to time. 
The model was put forward by Nelson (1980) and others, 
which r e l a t e s the cdf under step stress to the cdf under 
constant s tress* 
We assume that* for the weibull d is tr ibut ion, 
d i f f erent c d f ' s are determined by d i f ferent rate parameter, 
v i z . , the rate parameter depends only on the current s tress 
and does not remember s t r e s s his tory. The shape parameter 
i s assumed to be a constant. 
That i s , the model means that i f the cdf under 
constant s tresses S^ < S < . . . < S^ are F(t,Sj^), F ( t ,S ) 
• • • •F ( t ,S . )y then under step s t r e s s . 
S(t ) - S^ , t^_j^ ^ t < t^ , t^ = O, i = l , 2 . . k 
the cdf i s 
F(t) = F [ ( t - t^_ i )+T^_ i ,S i ] , t^^i <^ t < t i , t^ , = O 
i = ^ , 2 , . . . k . . 4 . 2 . 3 . 1 
where T^  , i s deteimined by 
^("^i-l'^i) = ^(*i-.l-*i-2'*" '^i-.2'^i-l^ ' ^ = 1»2..K, T^=0 
• • • 4 . 2 . 3 . 2 
U3) 
4 .2 .4 The cdf under accelerated l i f e t e s t in bv oro^iflresslve s tress t 
Suppose that the product i s under accelerated l i f e 
t e s t ing by pzo^ess lve s tress S ( t ) . By assumption ( i ) , 
the cdf under design constant s tress S i s : 
F( t ,S) « l -e - (**) , t ^ 0 , . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 1 
For any progressive s t r e s s S ( t ) , there i s a step s tress 
S(t) « S ( t j ) ; tj^j^ 4: t < t^, t^ = O, i = l , 2 . . . k 
. . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 2 
where t- are points i n the domain of S ( t ) . S(t) i s an 
approximation of S ( t ) , and 
S ( t ) = Limit S(t ) . . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 3 
Assumption ( i i ) gives the cdf»s under constant s tresses 
S(t^) < S{t^) < . . . . < S(t^) as 
a 
F [ t , S U i ) ] = 1 - e~^"i*^ ^ , t^_^ < t < t i . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 4 
tg = 0, i = 1 , , , .K 
and by assumption ( i i i ) we assume that the shape parameter 
of cdf i s invariant under different s t r e s s e s , 
i . e . 
P = P 1 « P 2 ^k 
Then (4.2.i4«4|t}ecoines 
F [ t , S ( t ^ ) ] = l -e -^« i*)^ , t^^^ < t < t p t ^ = 0 . . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 5 
From assumption (V), the cdf under step stress S(t) is 
F(t) = F[(t-ti^^)+Tj^^^,S(t^)] ;t^_^^ ^< t < t^ , t^  = 0 
i = l,2...1c ..4.2.4.6 
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where '^*^ i s «n equivalent age and i s detexmined by 
T^  = 0, i = l , 2 , . . . . k • . . 4 .2 .4 .7 
Combine (4.2«4.5) and (4.2«4.7), we have 
P['ri-l'S(ti)] = 1 - e-(«iVl)^ 
and 
F [ t l - l - t i - 2 ' ^^^i-l^] ' l-e-^«i-l(*i-l-"^i-2'''^i-2)^^ 
From (4 .2 .4 .7) we have 
l-e-(«i '^i- l)^ = l -e-(«i- l (H-l-*i-2-^^i-2) ^^  
or , 
a^ i^^ X ~ "4.-1 ^*i-l ~*i-2 "'^  ^i-2^ . . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 8 
^ "^1-1 = [« i - l (* i - l -*1 .2)^/«i "^  W-l"^ 1-2^/^1 
Now from (4.2.4.8) we have 
"^i-l = t a i . l ( t i . i - t ^ _ 2 > ] / ' H * C«1^2^*i-2-"^i-3-'"^i.3'"!/°'i 
Finally we have 
i-1 
"^i-l = J 1 «i-n <*i-n-*i-n-l>/«i 
i-1 
= I a^  (t„ -*n- l ) /« i . . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 9 
n=l 
Assumption (IV) gives 
a = $(S) 
where S i s a function of time. Therefore a is also a 
function of time 
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a = $ [S( t ) ] « a ( t ) . . .4 .2 .4 .103 
a^ « i[S(tj^)] = o(tj,) . . .4 .2 .4 .10b 
Now, combine (4.2.4.9) In to (4.2.4.6) 
we have 
From (4.2.4.100)f F(t) becomes 
? ( t ) = l.e-[«<*i><*-*l-l> ^ l"^ «n^ W l ) 3 ^ . .4 .2 .4 .11 
If ^-» 0, then 1 -^  «» and t^ ^ j^^  ^ t . If 5 ->^  0, i -^  », then 
^ ^ - V l ) -^^^ *"** ^ , « ( * n > ( W l ) - > / a ( f ) r f f , 
n=l o 
tha t i s the sun becomes in t eg ra l . Since the step s t ress 
S(t) becomes progfressive s t ress S(t) when^^. 0, therefore 
the cdf under step s t ress converges to the cdf under 
progressive s t ress when^-^0. That i s 
t g 
F(t) = Umit F(t) = 1-e-C / a ( f ) d f ] ^ . . . 4 .2 .4 .12 
-^s-o ° 
Theorem : If the d is t r ibut ion under constant s t ress S 
i s Weibull 
F( t ,S) = l-e-^«*)^» * >^° 
then, the cdf under p rocess ive s t ress S(t) is 
F( t ) = l -8 - [ / * « ( t ' ) d f ]* 
where a ( t ) = § [ S ( t ) ] , and o = f(S) 
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The cdf under procF^ssive s tress can be obtained 
by replacing at in the cdf under constant s tress with 
t 
/ a(t*)dt** Constant s t re s s and step s t r e s s are particular 
o 
case of progfTesslve s t r e s s . Equation (4 .2 .4 .12) i s val id 
for constant s tress and step s t r e s s , too« 
If S(t) becomes constant s t r e s s 3 then 
F(t) = l-e-c/"**'^^ = l-e-(«*'^ 
which i s same as eqn. '4»2»4*1) 
If the stress S ( t ) becomes a step s tress S ( t ) , 
then 
F(t) « l - e - [ / * * ( ^ ( t ' ) ) d f ] ^ 
^ ' o 
= l.e-t«(ti)(t.t,,l) ^ i;J a(t„)(VVl)]^ 
* i - l 4 ^ < h * % = ^* i = l , 2 . . l 
which i s the same form as F(t) i s (4 .2 .4 .11 ) 
Corollary : Let the d i s tr ibut ion under design constant 
s tress be Welbull, and the rate paremter and stress be 
related as 
a = a y* (by assumption ( v i i ) ) 
and s t r e s s can be 
S(t ) = kt (by assianption ( v i i i | ) 
where a > 0, b > O, k > 0 , Then the cdf under pro^ess ive 
s tress S(t ) i s given as 
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F(t) « 1-e-t / * k*»t^dt]^ (From eqn. 4,2*4.12) 
« 1-e-l^ ak^^t^^^VC^l)]^* t >^ 0 • . .4 .2 .4.13 
This can be mritten as 
F(t) = i_e-[(*^**/'^^^>^''^^''^^-*^^*'^^^^' * >'0 . . 4 . 2 . 4 . 1 4 
Therefore» the cdf under linear progressive s tress i s a 
weibull distr ibution with new date and shape parameter, 
thati i s 
a* = [ak*>/(b-H)]V(b4l) 
^* = (b+l)p 
The exponential d is tr ibut ion i s a spec ia l case of weibull 
d i s tr ibut ion virtien p = 1 . 
4 .2 .5 ^st^iHi^tes of Parameters : 
i ) Estimating parameters a,b,p of the distr ibution : 
By the assumption (VI), with cdf ( 4 . 2 . 4 . 1 2 ) . We have 
the pdf, the liMelihood function and i t s derivations with 
respect to a>b and p. 
That i s 
f ( t ) = p(ak^)P t(b+^>M e-[a»^''t*'^V(b+l)]^/(bfl)P-^ 
. . . 4 . 2 . 5 . 1 
L(a,b,p) « N 1 n p(ak*')P ^^(b+l)p-l 
isl 
^-[ak^t5*V(b+l)]^/(b+l)^-^ 
. . . 4 . 2 . 5 . 2 
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log L « N log p + Nplog a + Npblog K + [ ( b + l ) p - l ] 
.Z log t . - N O - l ) log (b+1) - I [ak*»t5*V(b+l)l ' 
1*1 1=1 ^ 
• . . 4 . 2 . 5 . 3 
l^aa-L = Np/a - E paMkbPt^Cb+DP/^b+D^ . . . 4 . 2 . 5 . 4 
x=x 
dlogL N 
— g r - « Nplog k + p Z log t . - N(p - l ) / (b+ l ) -
1=1 
Z ^(ak^'t^-'-VCb-^l))^-^. I f 
i =1 
where x = ak^t^'*"V(b+l) 
l o g X = log a + b l o g K + (b+1)log t^ - l og (b+1) 
or , 1/x dx = (log K + log t^ - l / ( b + l ) ) db 
^dx/db = (log K + log t^ - l / ( b + l ) ) ak^tj+^ /(b+1) 
Therefore 
i i l H i = Nplog K - N(p - l ) / ( b+ l ) + p Z log t . -
^b i = l "^  1 
Z_^ [p \ak^(^"^^V(b+l ) )^ ( log K + log t i - l / ( b + l ) ] 
= N^log K - N ( M ) / ( b + l ) + P Z log t^ - Z [^a^k^^t^^+^^^Z 
(b+1)^ + pa^k^Pt(b^i)^ log t i / ( b + l ) P ^ ^ 3 P ^ b ^ , ( b + l ) P / 
(b+l)^*^] .».4^2^5^5 
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Similarly we have dlog L/dp 
dlog I N 
- j g = N/p + Nb l o g k - N log(b+l ) + (b+1) E log t^+ N l o g a 
N 
-E (ak^ti^"^^V(b+l)]^ log [ak^t^b*^)/(b+l)] . .4 .2 ,5 .6 
Equating these last three equations to zero. One can get 
the estimates a, b and p, 
ii) Estimating parameters a^b when p is known : 
We can eliminate (4«2.5.6), and putting the known value of 
p in equation (4.2.5.4) and (4.2.5.5) and equate it to zero, 
one can estimate a and b. 
4.2.6 Properties of estimators for exponential distribution (p=l) : 
The estimates a, b of equation (4.2.4.13) for p = 1 
have the following properties, 
i) b and k are related by test data : 
From the ML equation, for p = 1, we have 
kV(b>l) r t,^ -^*-^ ) = N ...4.2.6.1 
1=1 ^ 
and 
N log K + Z log tj - L ak^t^^^'^^hog K/(b+l) + 
Z ak\^^+^)log t./(b+l) - Z ak\(^^^)/(^b+l)2=o 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ 
...4.2.6.2 
From these two equation, we have 
a 
120) 
N N 
N/r (b+l) + Z log tj, - N [ i:_ t^^^"^^hog t^]/ 
N 
[ I tj^ '^ *^ ]^ = O ...4.2.6.3 
i=l 
Therefore, the b can be obtained without the slope of 
progressive stress }n, Ihat is b Is Indirectly related to 
k by t e s t d a t a . 
A, 
11) Invar lance of b under the sca le t ransformation : 
Let Oj = tj^/y, v^ere y I s an a r b i t r a r y cons tan t . 
S u b s t i t u t e y u^ for t^ In equation ((4.2.6,3) /» we have 
M/(b+l) + r log o^ + N log y ^ N [ Z Ui^^'*"^^y^^"^^^ 
( log Ui + log Y) ] / [ E_ 4 ^ " " ^ ^ Y^^"'^ ^ ] = 0 
= N/(b+l) + Z log o i - N [ Z o.^^'^'^^log u - ] / 
1=1 ^ 1=1 ^ ^ 
[ Z u/^"*"^^ ] = 0 . . . 4 . 2 . 6 . 4 
1=1 ^ 
We see t h a t equation ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 3 ) and ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 4 ) have the same 
form. Equation (4 .2 .6 .4 ) does not include y . This means 
t h a t If t he t e s t data are mul t ip l ied by an a r b i t r a r y 
A 
constant, b does not change. 
A. . A i l l ) Uniqueness of a and b : 
N 
U t f s Z log t . . . 4 . 2 . 6 . 5 
1=1 ^ 
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N N 
g(x) = N [ E t j log t. ] / [ E t / ] - N/x . . . 4 .2 .6 ,6 
i « l ^ ^ i=l ^ 
then, 
N N ^ 
dg(x)/clx = N [ 2 tj log ti - log t^l/L Z tj ] 
'^  I w l 1 « B 1 
-N [ E t j logti] . [E q logtj^VfE t j ] 2 + n/x^ 
1 = 1 1 = 1 1 = 1 
N N ^ N 
" ^ '^  L l j = l *^ tlogtj, -logtj32]/[2:^ ±1 ]2 +N/x2 . .4 .2 .6 .7 
Since t^ ^ > 0 , 1 = 1 , 2 . . . N 
Therefore dg(x)/clx > 0 
This means tha t g(x) i s s t r i c t l y monotone increas ing 
f u n c t i o n . On the other hand, we know that b > 0 and i f 
b i s the So lut ion of equat ion ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 3 ) , then g(b+l) = f. 
Therefore , with the s t r i c t monotoniclty and cont inu i ty 
of g (x) i n [!,+«>], we conclude that b from ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 3 ) i s unique 
Also we have a i s unique. 
i v ) Ex is tence of b : 
Put X « 1 in ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 7 ) and subs trac t ( 4 . 2 . 6 . 6 ) 
Thus we have 
N N N 
g ( l ) - f = N [ E t . l o g t . ] / [E t . ] - N - E log t , 
i = l ^ ^ 1=1 ^ j = l "^  J 
N N N N 
•J 
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/N N N ) N 
I f ^ <:J 
N N N 
£ Z [ l o g t , - l o g t . ] » [ t . - t . ] >,N [ Z t . ] . . 4 . 2 . 6 , 8 
1=1 jssl * J "^  J 1=1 "^  
i < J 
t h e n , 
g ( l ) >/f 
When g ( l ) >^f. I t I s cer ta in t h a t g (x) > f, that i s g(x) 
I s monotonlc and continuous In [ 1 , +<»] • Therefore when 
one ^ 
( 4 . 2 . 6 . 8 ) I s t r u e , / c a n not g e t s o l u t i o n b > 1 from 
( 4 . 2 . 6 . 3 ) . I n v e r s e l y , I f 
N N N 
E Z [ l o g t . - l o g t . ] . [ t . - t . ] < N [ I t . ] . . 4 . 2 . 6 . 9 
1=1 j = l ^ 3 ^ 3 i^i 1 
i < J 
then 
g ( l ) < f. 
But 
tj^ >^t j , 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . , N-1 
and there I s a t l e a s t one s t r i c t i n e q u a l i t y . 
Limit g(x) = N l o g tj^ > f 
X -> +» 
So , according to the cont inu i ty o f g(x) on [If^ ,M], whei«^ 
I s a small constant and M i s a l a r g e constant such that 
g ( l +tp) < f and g(M) > f, there e x i s t s an x ^ [ l + ^ ,M], 
which s a t i s f i e s g(x*) = f and b = x* - 1 i s the so lut ion 
of ( 4 , 2 . 6 . 3 ) . 
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Thus the necessazy and suff ic ient condition for 
A 
(4«2.6.3>; providing solution b > 0 i s : 
N N N 
Z Z [logt^ - l o g t j ] , [ t ^ - t . ] < N [ r t ^ ] , 
K j =^-^  
If the data from the progressive stress accelerated 
l i f e tes t ing do not sat isfy t h i s condition, then the 
estimate i s from ^4«2«6«3) i s negative or zero. 
CHAPTER -. V 
OPTIMAL DESIGH OF ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS UNDER 
PERIODIC INSPECTION 
The previous studies on accelerated l i f e t e s t ing 
(ALT) i s assumed continuous inspection of t e s t i tems. 
However* further reductions in t e s t i n g effort and adminis-
t ra t ive convenience may be achieved by enploying periodic 
inspection In which t e s t items are checked only at 
certain points in time. The information obtained from a 
periodic inspection consists of the number of fa i lures in 
each inspection period, result ing in 'grouped* or •interval* 
data . 
Optimal ALT pXmishave been developed by several 
authors under the assumption of continuous inspect ion, 
( i . e . Chemoff, H, (1962); L i t t l e , R.E. and Jebe, E.H. 
(1969); Mann, N.R., (1972); Meeker, W.Q. (1984); Nelson 
W. and Klelpinski, T.J. (1976); Nelson, W. and Meekor, 
W.Q. (1978)J.The present invest igat ion i s an attempt to 
combine -these interest ing and important features of l i f e 
t e s t s , namely, acceleration and periodic inspect ion. 
This chapter contains the asymptotically optimal 
ALT plan for the exponential distributed l i f e t imes under 
the assumptions of Type I censoring and periodic inspection-
The optimality cr i t er ian adopted i s the minimum variance 
of the estimated mean or p quantile of the l i fe t ime 
125) 
d i s t r i b u t i o n a t -the use s txess* Two overs txess l e v e l s are 
considered i . e . low and hiclh s t r e s s l e v e l , and the decision 
v a i i a b l e include the low s txess l e v e l and the proport ion 
of t e s t items to be a l loca ted to each s t r e s s . 
The maximwn l ike l ihood es t imat ion method i s used to 
es t imate the unknown parameters in the r e l a t i onsh ip 
between the mean l i f e t ime and the s t r e s s . Then, the 
aeymptotic p r o p e r t i e s of those ML es t imators are used to 
approximate the var iance of the est imated mean or the 
p quant i le a t the use condi t ion . 
5.2 Ths ytPtilgJ : 
Assume tha t the l i f e t imes of t e s t items are independ-
e n t l y and i d e n t i c a l l y d i s t r i b u t e d as exponent ia l . That i s , 
f ( t ) = 1/e e~*/® , t > 0 . . . . 5 .2 .1 
The mean l i fe t ime O and the s t r e s s S are assumed to 
be re la ted as 
G = e ^ ^ o + ^1^> . . . 5 . 2 . 2 
over the region of i n t e r e s t . The r e l a t i o n s h i p can be 
shown t h a t the well-known inverse power law model and 
the Arrhenius r eac t i on ra te model are special cases of 
( 5 . 2 . 2 ) . 
Three s t r e s s l e v e l s axe considered. That i s , the 
use s t r e s s l e v e l S^, the law s t r e s s l eve l S, and the 
high s t r e s s l e v e l S , I t i s assumed tha t S and S are 
p re spec i f i ed , while Sj^  i s to be opt imal ly determined. 
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The number of t e s t items al located to S^^ and S 
are respectively given by 
'^ l ^ '^l^' • • •5«2 .3 . 
"2 * " ^ ' * ^^*"l)^ * • .5»2.4 
vyhere N i s the to ta l number of t e s t items given and a^^ 
i s to be optimally determined. At ^4>ri^ units are to 
be put on test a t time 0 and run unt i l a specified time 
t A ( i . e . Type I censoring i s assumed), and inspections are 
conducted only at specified points in time "tiX'*i2**** 
* i , k ( i ) = *ci* ^ ® ° ' ^®* *io * ^ "^^ ^ * i , k ( l ) + l " "' ^"^ 
define 
i^l ~ *^® number of items (at stress level Sa) failed 
^" ^*i,j-l,*ij^» J = l,2,...kCi)+i; .,5.2.5 
^ii ~ **^ ® probability of failure at stress level s^ in 
(*i,j-l,*ij^' J =l»2,....k(i)+l ...5.2.6 
Then, the resulting structure of the periodic inspection 
at s^ can be described as in figure. 
Probability of failures 
^il ^12 ^i,k(i) ^i,k(i)+l 
^il ^^ 12 - ' - ^i,k(i) ^i,k(i)+l No. of 
t I J J j I failures 
°^ ^\ ^. ,, ^'^'"'^UH^)'! H,k(i) *i,k(i)+l ( f^.- 1 ) 
The g^ rouped data [ x^y i = 1 ,2 , j = l , 2 , . . k ( i ) + l l 
are used to estimate p^ and p^, in equation ( 5 . 2 . 2 ) . The 
estimated relat ionship i s tfien extrapolated to estimate 
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some quantit ies at the use condition. Of particular 
in teres t i s 1^e logarithm of l^e mean l i fet ime at the use 
condition which i s defined by 
»*o =^<>9®o - Po * ^1^0 . . . 5 . 2 . 7 
Note that t^, the p quantile of the exponential 
d is tr ibut ion at the use condition, i s related to n^ as 
fo l l ows . 
Yp = iog *p = i*o "*• ^^^ t~^°9 (1-P)] . . . 5 . 2 . 8 
Let p and Pj^  be the estimators of p^ and fij^, respect ive ly . 
Then, 
I^ o = o^ * M o ...5.2.9 
Yp = to + log [ - log ( l -p ) ] . . . 5 . 2 . 1 0 
The probelm of optimally designing the ALT plan 
under periodic inspection can now be stated as given N, 
^o'^2' ^ * i j ' ^ '^ ^'^' ^ ^ l , 2 . . . k ( i ) ] detemine a^ and S^ 
such that the variance of (1 (or, equivalently the variance 
of y ) i s minimized. 
5.3 Maximum likelihood estimation and optimal plans : 
At S^ l e t the grouped data [x^ .^ , j = 1 ,2 . . . k ( i ) + l ] 
are multinonially distributed with parameters n^  and 
t^i i* ^ = l f 2 , . . . k ( i ) + l ] . The l ikel ihood function i s given 
by 
2 
L« = n Li 
i= l ^ 
= n 
2 k(i)+l , k(i)+l 
i=l ^ j=l ^J * j=l n^ 1 ( Tc x^j 1) ( ^_ PijiJ ) . . 5 . 3 . 1 
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Taking logarithm both side, we have 
-1 
2 
L = log L« = r log L^  
- r + ? , \iW^\ ^ 
' ^ ^  L i o^g ( ^^, Pij'^J) 
2 k(i)+l 
~ ^ ^ 1=1 i=l '^ ij •'•°g Pii . . .5 .3.2 
where C i s constant 
Note that 
P j^ = e^-*l,j-l/ej^^ ^e^-*ij/^i^ . . .5.3.3 
for i =1,2 and j = l ,2 . . .k( i )+l 
Then the likelihooci function becomes 
2 k(i)+l . ,g . / 
L = C + Z Z x..log [e^i,j-l/*^i -e"^ij/®i ] 
To find ML estimates of ^^ and ^^, we differentiate the 
above equation with respect to p and p,, we have 
Ai 2 k(i)+l 
'o i j 6?^- = ? J Xij. l /Pi . . [ t^ ^ .^^/e^.e-^io-l/^i . 
*ij/®i- e-*ij/®i^ 
Since Gj^  = e^o "^  ^ l ^ i 
2 k(i)+l 
= f J '^ ij ^^i,j-l - ^ij>/Pij ••5-3.4 
Similarly we have 
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. , 2 k ( i )+ l 
3^7= p i J ^Ij ^Bi,j-1 -^ijVPij . .5.3.5 
where B^. « * l j /®i «"*iJ^®A . . 5 . 3 , 6 
Put these equation equal to zero and after solving, 
one can get the estimate of ^ and ^^, 
The Fisher information matrix i s given by 
gn'g,h = 0 , 1 , 
2 k ( i )+ l 
^gh = l^^^l j2^^ ( ^ P i j / % ) <^Pij/^^h>/Pij - ^ - ^ . S 
• • • D * 3 * 7 
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain 
^00 = f^i «i ^ i 
2 
^ol = ^lo 'l^y^ Hh^i . . . 5 . 3 . 1 0 
fjLi = Z a^SJ ^j^ . . . 5 . 3 . 1 1 
where 
k( i )+ l , 5 
"^ i = ?=1 ^^i'J-1 - ^ i j ^ / ^ i j . . 5 . 3 . 1 2 
A 
Them, the asymptotic covariance matrix of p and 
A 
Pj^  i s obtained as 
V = F-^ = N-^ ( ''^^ ""^ ^ ) 
^lo ^11 
- N C o^o ^11 - ^ol) ^. . ) . . 6 . 3 . 1 3 
~*lo ^oo 
From equation ( 5 . 2 . 9 ) , the asymptotic variance (avar) 
of \i i s given by 
130) 
avar (ji^) « avar (PQ * ^1 ^o^ 
= N-^ ^^00 ^11 - ' l l >"'^  ^^11 ^ ^o ^oo -2S^^i> ••^•3.14 
which i s also avar (y ) 
The optimization problem i s to determine Sj^  and 
tti that minimize avar (jiQ). We f i r s t assume without 
l o s s of generality that the s tress l eve l i s •; adjusted 
such that S = O, then »qn. (5 .3 .14) i s reduced to 
avar {{1^) = avar (^^) 
= N"^ ^^oo ^11 -^01 )"^ ^11 - ^ - ^ . I S 
Substituting the value, we obtain 
= N"-*- [Z a.Qa Z a .s2 Q « (^ a iS ,Q. )2 ] - l i a . s fg 
i « l ^ ^ i= l ^ ^ ^ i « l ^ ^ ^ i « l ^ ^ ^ 
N-^ [(aiQl+a2Q2) (a^sf Q^+^^SSQ^) - (aAQi+a^S^Q^)^]-^ 
« \r^ [«ia2%Q2^2 "^  aia2^1^2^1 ~ ^ aia2^lS^1^2^"'^ 
= N-^ [aj^ s2Qj^  + «2^2^2 ^ ^ «l«2^lQ2^^1 " ^2 ^^ ^ 
= N-^ [ a^s2Q^ + (1 -a i ) S I Q ^ ] / [a i ( l -ai)QiQ2(Si - S^ )2] 
= N-^ [32^0 2 + ( S ^ l - S | Q 2 ) a i ] / [ Q i Q 2 ( V ^2 ^^ -^'^ 1 "^  " 1^ 3 
I 3 l ) 
The following two s t e p procedure i s obtained to minimize 
avar (^ ) wiih r e s p e c t to Sj^  and a^. 
F i r s t , we optimize a^ for given S , The p a r t i a l 
d e r i v a t i v e of avar (n^) with r e spec t to aj^  i s given by 
d(avar(n )) i o o o o r> 
[QlQ2(S 1- S^)^ (-a^ + a , )2 ] . , 5 . 3 . 1 7 
Let f(aj^) ne the term in the f i r s t braces of equation 
( 5 , 3 . 1 7 ) . Then, f(aj^) behaves as shown in f igure ( 2 ) . 
The sign of d(avar(^i ))/da'j^ i s always the same as f(aj^) 
because N and the term in the second braces of equation 
(5 .3 .17) are always p o s i t i v e . Therefore , for 0<a-|^<l, 
avar(n ) behaves as Figure 3 , v\*iere aj^, the optimal 
value of ttj^, i s giteen by 
a* = ( - S 2 Q 2 •*" VSfs2Q,C^(s2Q ^ . s2 Q^) . . 5 . ? . 1 8 
The second s tage of opt imizat ion employes the 
gr id search with r e spec t to Sj^, That i s a* and the 
minimum of avar (^ ) are determined on the grid Sj^  = 
d, 2d, 3 d , . . . , where d i s -the grid s i z e . Final optimal 
so lu t i on cons i s t s of s* (and the corresponding a^ ) 
for which avar (jx ) a t t a i n s the minimum among a l l the 
gr id poin ts considered. 
f ( a , ) 
sjq^ - s^q^ > 0 
Fi)>ure 2. The behavior of/(a,). 
IV,II U I Q ) 
Figure 3. The behavior of avar(/i„) for given Si 
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When k( l ) and k(2) go to i n f i n i t e ( i . e . , 
continuous inspection) i f can be shown that avar(ji ) 
has the sane form as equation (5 .3 .16) with 
Q^  =: l - e -*c i /®i .5 .3 .19 
Therefore, S^ and a j for continuous inspection can be 
also determined by the above two-step procedure. 
-» - * 
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